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The present thesis regards linear estimation and control for two fluid flows, with
a particular focus on the placement of sensors and actuators. In the first part of
the thesis, we study the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, a simple model for
spatially developing flows such as jets, wakes and cavities. (This equation can be
seen as a low-dimensional substitute for the Navier-Stokes equations.) The specific
focus is on the extent to which estimation and control are (i) fundamentally difficult
and (ii) limited by having only a single sensor and a single actuator. To answer
these questions, we study three problems. First, we consider the optimal estimation
problem in which a single sensor is used to estimate the entire flow field (without
any control). Second, we consider the full information control problem in which
the whole flow field is known, but only a single actuator is available for control.
Third, we consider the overall input-output control problem in which only a single
sensor is available for measurements; and only a single actuator is available for
control. By considering the optimal sensor placement, optimal actuator placement
or both while varying the stability of the system, fundamental placement trade-
offs are made clear. We discuss implications for effective feedback control with a
single sensor and a single actuator and compare the results to previous placement
studies. In the second part of this thesis, we look at an incompressible turbulent
channel flow at a friction Reynolds number of Reτ = 2000. A linear Navier-Stokes
operator is formed about the turbulent mean and augmented with an eddy viscosity.
Velocity perturbations are then generated by stochastically forcing the linear Navier-
Stokes operator. The objective is to estimate and control these perturbations. The
estimation and control problems perform best for the largest scales that (i) are high
in energy when stochastically forced, (ii) exhibit large transient growth and (iii) are
coherent over large wall-normal distances. We determine the locations of sensors
and actuators for which estimation and control are most effective by looking at two
arrangements: (i) placing them at the wall; and (ii) placing them some distance off
the wall. Finally, it is shown that a control arrangement with a well-placed sensor
and actuator performs comparably to either measuring the flow everywhere (while
actuating it at a single wall height) or actuating it everywhere (while measuring it
at a single wall height). In this way, we gain insight (at low computational cost)
into how specific scales of turbulence are most effectively estimated and controlled.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
Manipulating a fluid flow towards a desired behaviour is known as flow control. Tasks
in flow control include the reduction of drag, improvement of lift, delay of vortex
shedding, suppression of noise and the enhancement of mixing. For example, in the
transport industry, flow control has the potential to save fuel and increase vehicular
speeds. Annually, the ocean shipping, airline and trucking industries consume 2.1
billion, 1.5 billion and 1.2 billion barrels of oil respectively. A reduction of fuel
consumption by flow control of 1/3 could result in savings of $160 billion annually
(based on $100 per barrel) (Kim and Bewley, 2007; Kim, 2011; McKeon et al., 2013;
Luhar et al., 2014).
The history of flow control, which has existed for millennia, is described by Gad-
el-Hak (Gad-el-Hak, 1996; Gad-el Hak, 2001; Gad-el-Hak et al., 2003). The science
of flow control originates with Prandtl (1904) who, while introducing boundary layer
theory, conducted experiments in which he controlled boundary layers. Today, flow
control theory is split up into passive and active manipulation of a flow (figure 1.1).
In passive flow control, we manipulate a flow without using any energy. There
are two types of passive control:
(i) Open-loop passive control, where we favourably alter the geometry of the flow or
some property of the flow itself. Historical examples of passive open-loop con-
trol include boomerangs, streamlined spears and fin-stabilised arrows (Gad-el-







Figure 1.1: Overview: flow control.
1973; White and Mungal, 2008) into a flow and riblets (Walsh, 1983; Garćıa-
Mayoral and Jiménez, 2011).
(ii) Closed-loop passive control, where we employ a compliant surface or object
which deforms in response to the action of the flow and in turn alters the
behaviour of the flow (Luhar et al., 2015). An example of passive closed-loop
control is pliable skin (Lang et al., 2008).
In active flow control, we manipulate the flow with energy-consuming actuators
that are driven by controllers. There are three types of active control (Gad-el-Hak,
1996).
(i) Predetermined open-loop control, where an actuator with predetermined set-
tings forces a flow blindly. This technique is prone to both uncertainties in the
flow and modelling errors. An example is boundary layer suction at the wall
(Antonia et al., 1995).
(ii) Feedforward open-loop control, where a controller drives an actuator based
on measurements (usually taken upstream of the actuator). The controller
responds to the measurements, but in a predetermined way and as a conse-
quence, cannot correct itself. This technique considers the state of the flow but
does not compensate for modelling errors. An example is open-loop control in
turbulent boundary layers utilising synthetic jet actuators and shear sensors
(Rathnasingham and Breuer, 2003).
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(iii) Feedback closed-loop control, where a controller drives an actuator based on
measurements relative to a reference (the measurements are usually taken
downstream of the actuator). This technique considers the state of the flow
and provides robustness to modelling errors. An example is the delay of vortex
shedding behind a bluff body (Choi et al., 2008).
One of the great challenges in flow control is the high dimensionality of most
fluid-flow problems. McKeon et al. (2013) approximated (based on assumptions
by Gad-el Hak (2006)) that to suppress all near-wall streaks for an Airbus A380
one would require 20 × 106 micro-sensors and -actuators, which is comparable to
the number of neurons in a human brain (Herculano-Houzel, 2009). As a result,
it is impractical to apply flow control at this scale in the foreseeable future due to
the high manufacturing cost, the manufacturing challenges and the high-frequency
requirements of the sensors and actuators. Additionally, the computational load of
the controller for set-ups at this scale can also pose a challenge but could potentially
be overcome by de-centralised control.
As a consequence, current flow control problems focus on modelling and con-
trolling the most pertinent flow features to lower the dimensionality of the problem
significantly. For free shear problems, such as the cylinder wake, control schemes
exist which target the dynamic behaviour of a recurring process such as limit cycles
and bifurcations (Gillies, 1998). For wall-bounded problems, such as the channel
flow, control schemes exist which only consider large structures that can be cap-
tured by a low-resolution model (typically of order N ∈ 102) (Bewley and Liu, 1998;
Kim and Bewley, 2007). Feedback control is the best choice when utilising low-order
approximate models as it has a degree of robustness to modelling errors.
The design process of model-based feedback controllers considers six components
(figure 1.2): (i) sensors, (ii) actuators, (iii) a model of the flow, (iv) a model of the
flow’s uncertainties (v) the control objective, (vi) and the controller itself.
(i) Sensors measure the flow state and provide feedback to the controller. Mea-
surable quantities include shear stress, pressure, temperature and velocity
(Cattafesta III and Sheplak, 2011).
(ii) Actuators force the flow based on instructions the controller provides. Ex-
amples of actuation include oscillations (displacement), blowing and suction
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(mass and momentum), sound and body forces (Cattafesta III and Sheplak,
2011).
(iii) Flow model: the design of model-based feedback controllers requires a repre-
sentation of the flow dynamics. Preferably, a linear model is used to enable
the whole range of control tools (Taira et al., 2017).
(iv) Uncertainty model: the flow model will behave according to a set of external
uncertainties. Hence, to design and simulate the feedback control loop, we
require a representation of the uncertainty model. Examples of uncertainties
include uncertain disturbances, sensor noise and a mismatch between the flow
model and the flow itself.
(v) Objectives in flow control include the reduction of drag (e.g. to increase the
flow rate in a pipeline), the reduction of skin friction at the wall (e.g. to create
faster, more efficient vehicles), and the delay of transition (Gad-el Hak, 2001;
Brunton and Noack, 2015). A common way to mathematically represent and
quantify a control objective is with a cost function.
(vi) Controller: its design, behaviour and performance depend on the control objec-
tive, the flow and uncertainty models, the sensors and the actuators employed.
Examples of model-based controllers include H2-optimal and H∞ control, dy-
namic phasors, adjoint methods, and model predictive control (Bewley, 2001;
Bewley et al., 2001; Kim and Bewley, 2007; Brunton and Noack, 2015).
Most of the literature on feedback flow control focuses on improving the design
process incrementally. However, there is a notable paucity of studies that seek to
identify the limits of a given type of control set-up. Some set-ups, no matter how
well we design a controller, cannot be controlled effectively due to fundamental
limitations of the set-up (Stein, 2003). These limitations can be imposed by the
sensors, by the actuators or by the flow itself. Some of these constraints may be
improved upon in the future with advanced technology, but most of them cannot.
1.2 This study
In this study, we seek to identify the limits of feedback control for two convection-








Figure 1.2: Feedback flow control.
Ginzburg-Landau equation); and (ii) a wall-bounded turbulent flow (Orr-Sommerfeld
Squire equations). While free-shear flows mainly describe the flow behind objects,
and wall-bounded flows revolve around boundary layers, the control objectives, tools
and theory for both problems are similar.
The particular focus is on a well-established control method (introduced in chap-
ter 2) to reduce velocity perturbations. We determine the best overall control per-
formance that we can expect with a single sensor and single actuator set-up.
1.2.1 Ginzburg-Landau equation
In the first part of this thesis (chapter 3), we will introduce the H2-optimal control
problem and apply it to the complex Ginzburg Landau equation, a model of spatially
developing flows. The complex Ginzburg Landau equation has been the subject of
many flow control studies (for example: Monkewitz, 1989; Park et al., 1993; Lauga
and Bewley, 2003, 2004; Bagheri et al., 2009; Chen and Rowley, 2011). Its stability
characteristics are similar to those of some shear flows, and it is therefore often used
as a less demanding substitute.
These stability characteristics cause transient growth in stable flows and self-
sustained oscillations in unstable flows; they are described by hydrodynamic stability
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theory (Huerre and Monkewitz, 1990; Trefethen et al., 1993; Chomaz, 2005; Schmid,
2007; Schmid and Henningson, 2012). Mathematically, non-orthogonal eigenmodes
characterise this behaviour that contributes to the challenges of flow control (Reddy
et al., 1993).
1.2.2 Turbulent channel
In the second part of the thesis, we will look at linear estimation (chapter 4); sensor
and actuator placement (chapter 5); and linear feedback control (chapter 6) of a wall-
bounded turbulent channel flow. We design the estimators and controllers with a
mathematical representation of the linear flow dynamics, which we derive from the
Navier-Stokes equations and limited experimental data (del Alamo and Jiménez,
2006; Pujals et al., 2009; Hwang and Cossu, 2010a,b,c; McKeon and Sharma, 2010).
Linear models have been utilised in wall-bounded flows for both estimation stud-
ies (e.g. at laminar (Joshi et al., 1997; Hœpffner et al., 2005; Naguib et al., 2010),
transitional (McKernan et al., 2007; Bagheri and Henningson, 2011; Jones et al.,
2011) and turbulent (Chevalier et al., 2006; Illingworth et al., 2018; Oehler et al.,
2018b) Reynolds numbers) and for control studies (e.g. at laminar (Bewley and Liu,
1998; Högberg and Bewley, 2000; Juillet et al., 2014; Chen and Rowley, 2014, 2015),
transitional (Högberg et al., 2003a,b; Sharma et al., 2011; Semeraro et al., 2013; Bel-
son, 2014) and turbulent (Cortelezzi et al., 1998a,b; Koumoutsakos, 1999; Kim, 2003;
Stroh et al., 2015) Reynolds numbers). These estimation and control studies were
successful because linear mechanisms play an important role in wall-bounded turbu-
lent shear flows, especially for the maintenance of near-wall turbulence (Henningson
and Reddy, 1994; Kim and Lim, 2000).
Near-wall turbulence, which significantly contributes to skin-friction drag, is sus-
tained by a continuous cycle of generation and regeneration (Jiménez and Moin,
1991). Breaking the cycle at any point prevents the regeneration of new near-wall
structures (Hamilton et al., 1995). Consequently, many turbulence flow control stud-
ies focus on structures in the near-wall region to directly reduce the drag at the wall
(Moin and Bewley, 1994; Rathnasingham and Breuer, 1997, 2003; Karniadakis and
Choi, 2003; Kasagi et al., 2009; Gouder et al., 2013; Bai et al., 2014). However, with
increasing Reynolds number, these near-wall coherent structures become smaller
(Cantwell, 1981; Head and Bandyopadhyay, 1981; Robinson, 1991; Gad-el Hak and
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Bandyopadhyay, 1994; Park et al., 1994; Pope, 2000; Smits et al., 2011), and the
control performance reduces (Chang et al., 2002; Iwamoto et al., 2002; Gatti and
Quadrio, 2013; Hurst et al., 2014).
In contrast, there has been significantly less focus on the control of large-scale
structures. These have shown to be important, particularly at high Reynolds num-
bers (Adrian et al., 2000; Guala et al., 2006; Balakumar and Adrian, 2007; Hutchins
and Marusic, 2007a; Monty et al., 2007; Jiménez, 2012). Large-scale structures con-
tribute significantly to the turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stresses in the
outer region (Komminaho et al., 1996; Tomkins and Adrian, 2005; Guala et al.,
2006), and there is evidence that these large-scale structures affect the near-wall
cycle (Abe et al., 2004; Hutchins and Marusic, 2007b; Mathis et al., 2009).
1.3 Contributions and outline
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
Ginzburg-Landau equation:
• The identification of trade-offs present when placing a single sensor and a single
actuator in the complex Ginzburg-Landau system for a range of stabilities.
• Application of the iterative minimisation algorithm developed by Chen and
Rowley (2011) to the estimation and full information control problems.
• Publication in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics: Oehler S. F. and Illingworth,
S. J. (2018), ‘Sensor and actuator placement trade-offs for a linear model of
spatially developing flows’, J. Fluid Mech. 854, 34–55. .
Turbulent channel flow
• Linear estimation and control of fully developed turbulence at a relatively high
Reynolds number (Reτ = 2000).
• Application of the iterative minimisation algorithm to DNS data in the tur-
bulent channel flow (estimation only).
• Comparison between at-wall placements and off-wall placements.
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• Comparison between three set-ups where (i) we are limited to a single-plane
sensor (but actuate everywhere), (ii) we are limited to a single-plane actuator
(but measure everywhere), and (iii) where we are limited to a single-plane
sensor and actuator.
• Identification of the scales for which control is most effective.
Chapter 2 describesH2-optimal control theory. We will introduce three problems
that are used throughout this thesis.
In chapter 3, we consider feedback control of the linearised complex Ginzburg-
Landau equation with a particular focus on the best placement of a single sensor
and a single actuator. By varying the stability of the system, fundamental trade-offs
between conflicting requirements for the placement are revealed.
In chapter 4, we introduce the estimation problem for the turbulent channel-flow.
The estimator uses streamwise shear stress or velocity information at a single wall-
normal location to estimate the streamwise velocity field at other locations. The
measurement data either comes from DNS or is predicted by the linear model itself.
In chapter 5, we consider the best placement of a single-plane sensor and single-
plane actuator for model-based estimation and control of a fully-developed turbulent
channel flow. Specifically, we compare an approach where sensors and actuators are
placed at the wall to an approach where sensors and actuators are placed inside the
flow itself.
In chapter 6, three different control problems for the turbulent channel are com-
pared: (i) we measure the flow at one wall-normal location but actuate it perfectly
everywhere else; (ii) we know the entire flow field but actuate it at one wall-normal
location; and (iii) we measure and actuate the flow at one wall-normal location.
Chapter 7 summarises and concludes the presented work.
Chapter 2
Methods
Fluid flows are categorised as distributed-parameter systems, which means they
have an infinite number of dimensions. (For example, the analytical solution of the
Ginzburg-Landau equation is described by an infinite number of Hermite polyno-
mials (chapter 3).) Hence, there is an unlimited number of sensor and actuator
locations. From this, the natural question arises: how many sensors and actuators
do we need, and where should we place them? In an ideal case, we can measure and
actuate the flow at all locations. In the worst case, we only have a single sensor and
a single actuator available. If we want to compare the ideal case to the worst case,
then four possible H2-optimal control problems arise (figure 2.1):
OE: Optimal Estimation: given knowledge of a single sensor measurement, we
estimate the flow-field everywhere.
FIC: Full information control: given knowledge of the entire flow field, we control
the flow with a single actuator.
IOC: Input-output control: given knowledge of a single sensor measurement, we
control the flow with a single actuator.
FIAC: Full information and actuation control: given knowledge of the entire flow
field, we control the flow with actuation everywhere.
Studying OE and FIC removes the challenges of having sensors and actuators



















Figure 2.1: The four potential H2-optimal control problems.
helps to understand optimal placement. IOC is applicable in practical control, i.e.
in an experiment, it is unlikely that we know the entire flow field. FIAC requires
unbounded energy and as a consequence is an idealised set-up. We do not consider
FIAC in this study, as it neither requires an estimator nor a controller and instantly
sets the flow to the desired state.
We now summarise each problem and explain their design in more detail. This
Chapter’s purpose is to supplement the methods sections of Chapters 3-6 and will
also provide some additional insight into the estimator and controller design process.
2.1 Optimal estimation
In the optimal estimation (OE) problem (also known as the filtering problem) quan-
tities at one or multiple locations are measured to predict quantities at other loca-
tions. Problems can scale from small one-dimensional model flows with grid points
of order ≈ 10 to very high-dimensional problems of order ' 106. Mathematically
small linear problems are often solved with a Kalman filter (Aström and Murray,
2010) and non-linear problems with the extended Kalman filter. Large problems
(both linear and non-linear) utilise the more cost-efficient Ensemble-based Kalman











Figure 2.2: The block diagram for the optimal estimation problem. See figures
3.5, 4.1 and 5.1 for alternative versions.
this thesis, we employ the Kalman filter throughout as the systems we consider are
relatively low-dimensional.
Optimal estimation (OE): we have a sensor at a single location (it could also be
multiple sensors at various locations). The measurement y, which is contaminated
by noise n, is used to estimate the reference flow-field qr. The estimate q̂ is generated
using a Kalman filter. (Thus we only have one sensor to measure the flow, and we
want to use it to estimate the flow everywhere.) We aim to minimise the estimation
error signal e = Cz(qr − q̂) in the presence of disturbances (inputs) d and n. A
summary of the problem is shown in figure 2.2.
We can combine the flow model P with the Kalman filter F to form the linear
























where A is the dynamics matrix, Bd is the disturbance input matrix, Cy is the
sensor matrix, V1/2 is the noise magnitude, Cz relates the states to the output and
L is the Kalman filter gain matrix. The gain matrix L is designed by solving the
following Ricatti equation (Zhou and Doyle, 1998):
AY + Y A∗ − Y C∗yV −1CyY +BdB∗d = 0, (2.3)










Figure 2.3: The block diagram for the full actuation control problem. See figure
6.2 for an alternative version.
where ()∗ is the complex conjugate transpose.
2.1.1 Full actuation control
In Chapter 6, we introduce the full actuation control (FAC) problem: given knowl-
edge of a single sensor measurement, we control the flow by applying body forces
everywhere. In theory, the FAC problem is equivalent to the OE problem. The
only difference is that we subtract the state estimate from the flow field to represent
actuation of the flow everywhere:
q̇ = q̇r − ˙̂q. (2.5)
Since actuation occurs instantly, FAC requires unbounded energy and as a conse-
quence is an idealised set-up.

































Figure 2.4: The block diagram for the full information control problem. See
figures 3.5, 5.1 and 6.2 for alternative versions.
2.2 Full information control
In the full information control problem (FIC), we have perfect knowledge of the flow
state everywhere; but we only have access to a single actuator to modify it. This
problem follows naturally from the estimation problem: instead of estimating the
state of the flow based on current and past measurements, we try to control the
future state of the flow based on current and future forcing. We will observe similar
results and challenges in the estimation and control problems.
Full information control (FIC): we have an actuator at a single location (it could
also be multiple actuators at various locations), and we are given knowledge of the
entire system state q. A controller generates the actuator force f . (Thus we know
everything about the flow, but we only have one actuator to control the flow.) We
aim to minimise the energy of the flow-field q while keeping f small (z ∈ [q,f ])
in the presence of disturbances (inputs) d. The task of minimising the energy of
the flow is chosen because it mathematically relates to the estimation problem. It
is also directly related to the Reynolds stresses, and we hope that by reducing the
Reynolds stresses we can reduce drag (in the turbulent channel flow). A summary
of the problem is shown in figure 2.4.
We can combine the flow model P with the controller K to form the linear


























where Bf represents the actuator, R1/2 = α the actuation cost, and K is the con-
troller gain matrix. The gain matrix is designed by solving the following Ricatti
equation (Zhou and Doyle, 1998):
A∗X + XA−XByR−1B∗yX + C∗zCz, (2.8)
K = R−1B∗fX. (2.9)
2.3 Input-output control
In the input-output control problem (IOC), we measure the flow at only one location
and use this information to actuate the flow at only one location. The IOC problem
consists of two subsystems: an estimator, which predicts the state of the flow q̂,
and a controller which drives the actuator force f . The principle of separation for
estimation and control states that independently designed optimal estimators and
controllers are still optimal when combined (Aström and Murray, 2010). Therefore,
the estimator from OE (F) and controller from FIC (K) can be combined to form
the IOC controller (C).
Input-output control (IOC): we only have one sensor to estimate the flow, and we
only have one actuator available to control the flow (it could also be multiple sensors
and actuators at various locations). The measurement y, which is contaminated by
noise n, is used to estimate the flow-field q. The estimate q̂ is generated using
the estimator. The actuator force f is generated by a controller which uses the
estimate q̂. We aim to minimise the energy of the flow-field u while keeping f small
(z ∈ [u,f ]) in the presence of disturbances (inputs) d and n. A summary of the
problem is shown in figure 2.5.
We can combine the flow model P (equation A.3) with the controller C to form













Figure 2.5: The block diagram for the input-output control problem. See figures























The estimator and controller gain matrices L and K can be obtained from equations
2.4 and 2.9.
Chapter 3
Sensor and actuator placement
trade-offs for a linear model of
spatially developing flows1
3.1 Abstract
We consider feedback flow control of the linearised complex Ginzburg–Landau sys-
tem. The particular focus is on any trade-offs present when placing a single sensor
and a single actuator. The work is presented in three parts. First, we consider the
estimation problem in which a single sensor is used to estimate the entire flow field
(without any control). Second, we consider the full information control problem in
which the entire flow field is known, but only a single actuator is available for con-
trol. By considering the optimal sensor placement and optimal actuator placement
while varying the stability of the system, a fundamental trade-off for both problems
is made clear. Third, we consider the overall feedback control problem in which only
a single sensor is available for measurement; and only a single actuator is available
for control. By varying the stability of the system, similar fundamental trade-offs
are made clear. We discuss implications for effective feedback control with a single
sensor and a single actuator and compare it to previous placement methods.
1Based on Oehler S. F. and Illingworth, S. J. (2018), ‘Sensor and actuator placement trade-offs
for a linear model of spatially developing flows’, J. Fluid Mech. 854, 34–55.
16
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3.2 Literature review
Flow control is either passive (for example through the modification of a surface
profile), or active via actuators. Examples of flow control include the delay of vortex
shedding, the reduction of drag and the enhancement of lift (see Gad-el-Hak, 1996;
Gad-el-Hak et al., 2003; Brunton and Noack, 2015, for extensive reviews). In the
more specific case of feedback flow control, the actuators rely on sensor readings
to adjust their behaviour. Early experimental studies employed ad hoc feedback
control schemes. For example, Wehrmann (1965) and Berger (1967) placed a piezo-
electric transducer device into an air flow, which served as a cylinder and actuator
simultaneously. The transducer was excited by an amplified signal from a hot-wire
probe to suppress vortex shedding and delay transition. Similar approaches have
been used for feedback flow control, such as cancelling Tollmien-Schlichting waves in
a boundary layer with flush-mounted heating elements (Liepmann and Nosenchuck,
1982) or delaying the onset of the wake instability in the flow past a cylinder using
a loudspeaker (Williams and Zhao, 1989; Roussopoulos, 1993).
Subsequent studies have considered some mathematical description of the flow
dynamics to implement controllers (see for example Kim and Bewley, 2007; Choi
et al., 2008; Bagheri et al., 2009; Noack et al., 2011; Brunton and Noack, 2015;
Taira et al., 2017). These mathematical descriptions can be operator based, i.e.
derived from the underlying physics, or data based, i.e. derived from numerical or
experimental data (Taira et al., 2017); and sometimes they use a combination of
both operators and data (Reynolds and Hussain, 1972).
One can employ a mathematical description to design a suitable feedback con-
troller, test a designed feedback controller before implementing it or both. There
are various controller designs available: (i) we can select dynamics for the flow, or
we can cancel specific dynamics of the flow, examples of which include pole place-
ment (Litrico and Georges, 1999) and dynamic phasors (Rowley and Juttijudata,
2005; Illingworth et al., 2012); (ii) we can manually tune a controller, examples of
which include proportional (Monkewitz, 1989; Park et al., 1993; Son et al., 2011),
proportional–integral (Joshi et al., 1997; Son et al., 2011), proportional–derivative
(Son et al., 2011), and proportional–integral–derivative control (Cohen et al., 2003,
2005), as well as fuzzy logic control (Cohen et al., 2003, 2005), and loop shaping
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(Illingworth, 2014, 2016); and (iii) we can implement a control scheme which opti-
mises control objectives, while being able to model specific disturbances, examples
include H2-optimal and H∞-robust control (Bewley and Liu, 1998; Lauga and Bew-
ley, 2003, 2004), neural network control (Gillies, 1998) and model predictive control
(Bewley et al., 2001).
We can improve the performance of feedback flow control by finding the optimal
locations for the sensors and actuators employed. Optimal placement is a challeng-
ing problem for flow control (and indeed for any control problem) because of the
following predicament: we can neither design a controller without placement nor de-
termine the placement performance before designing a controller. Therefore, most
placements are based on experience or a flow’s physical characteristics. Åkervik et al.
(2007) placed sensors according to the least stable eigenmode, which provides the
best detectability for that mode; and placed actuators according to the least stable
adjoint mode, which provides the best stabilisability for that mode. Mons et al.
(2017) placed sensors through an adjoint-based sensitivity analysis, which identifies
regions most susceptible to changes in initial conditions, boundary conditions or flow
parameters. The more specific structural sensitivity was used by Natarajan et al.
(2016) to place collocated actuator–sensor pairs. Structural sensitivity identifies
locations which are “characterized by both a high sensitivity of and a strong re-
sponse in the most unstable mode” (Schmid and Brandt, 2014). The region of high
structural sensitivity is also known as the wavemaker region, which describes the
overlap between eigenmodes and adjoint eigenmodes (Chomaz, 2005; Giannetti and
Luchini, 2007). Other placement approaches consider the regions where instabilities
are present (e.g. Gillies, 2001; Bagheri et al., 2009).
While each of these placement approaches is sensible, none of them can alone
provide the whole picture concerning the placement problem. To find the optimal
placement, one has to first quantify the control performance and then search for the
optimal locations (e.g. Chen and Rowley, 2011; Juillet et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2016).
Efficiently searching for the optimal locations originated in the applied mathematics
community (see Bensoussan, 1972; Yu and Seinfeld, 1973; Chen and Seinfeld, 1975;
Kumar and Seinfeld, 1978) where it has been applied to a more general class of
distributed-parameter systems (e.g. Burns and King, 1994; Reinschke, 1999; Rein-
schke and Smith, 2003; Morris, 2011; Kasinathan and Morris, 2013). Recent feedback
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flow control studies have considered optimal placement for a boundary layer (Belson
et al., 2013) and the flow past a cylinder (Akhtar et al., 2015). Related estimation
studies investigated optimal placement for the dispersive wave equation (Khan et al.,
2015), and the Boussinesq equation (Hu et al., 2016).
The current work considers the sensor and actuator placement problems for
convection-dominated spatially developing flows, such as wall-bounded and free
shear flows. These types of flows are subject to spatially varying instabilities, which
cause perturbations to be amplified as they are convected downstream (Chomaz
et al., 1987, 1988, 1990, 1991). Spatially varying instabilities lead to transient growth
in stable flows, and to self-sustained oscillations in unstable flows, both of which can
be described using hydrodynamic stability theory (Huerre and Monkewitz, 1990; Tre-
fethen et al., 1993; Cossu and Chomaz, 1997; Chomaz, 2005). Convection-dominated
flows are mathematically characterised by non-orthogonal eigenmodes, which affects
the sensor and actuator placement.
One such convection-dominated system suitable for studying the placement prob-
lem is the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (introduced in §3.3). It has been
the subject of various feedback control studies (e.g. Monkewitz, 1989; Park et al.,
1993; Lauga and Bewley, 2003, 2004; Cohen et al., 2005; Bagheri et al., 2009; Chen
and Rowley, 2011; Colburn, 2011; Illingworth, 2015). Since the complex Ginzburg-
Landau equation has similar stability characteristics as the Navier-Stokes equations,
it can be seen as a computationally less demanding substitute. Chen and Rowley
(2011, 2014, 2015) used the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation to study the opti-
mal placement problem using an H2 controller. They modified an iterative-gradient
minimisation algorithm developed by Hiramoto et al. (2000) to solve for the opti-
mal placement at two stabilities: (i) a system with one unstable mode; and (ii) a
transiently unstable system. The optimal placement of up to five sensors and five
actuators was considered. For a single sensor and single actuator set-up, neither
placement based on the eigenmode and adjoint eigenmode, nor on the wavemaker
region, resulted in the optimal solution. It was concluded that placement based on
the eigenmodes and adjoint eigenmodes fails because the underlying dynamics is
non-normal, and that excessive time lag had a detrimental effect on perturbation
control.
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Simulation parameters
U cu cd µ0 µ2 Umax N L v α
2 0.2 −1 −0.01 to 0.9 −0.01 1.6 150 25 10−3 1/7
Table 3.1: Considered parameters for the complex Ginzburg–Landau equation.
The contribution of the current work is to study any trade-offs present when
placing a single sensor and a single actuator in the complex Ginzburg-Landau system
for a range of stabilities. (The selected stabilities range from stable systems to
systems with up to four unstable modes.) We will see that the trade-offs we study
become increasingly important as we decrease the stability of the system. This work
is significant and timely for flow control: by using a simple system and reducing the
number of variables (we only use a single sensor, a single actuator or both), we
can show and discuss fundamental trade-offs which make the placement problem a
challenging one.
The current work considers three problems, which are defined in §3.4 and studied
§3.5. First, we will look at the placement of a single sensor in the optimal estimation
(OE) problem. Second, we will look at the placement of a single actuator in the
full information control (FIC) problem. This keeps the number of variables small to
provide insight into the individual sensor and actuator performances. Third, we will
study the combined single sensor and single actuator placement of the input–output
control (IOC) problem, which is more applicable to experimental applications. In
§3.6 we will further analyse the results and discuss the trade-offs which determine
the optimal location for a single sensor and single actuator.
3.3 The complex Ginzburg-Landau equation
This section introduces the linearised complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE).
A comprehensive review of the CGLE is given by Bagheri et al. (2009). Table 3.1
summarises the simulation parameters considered in this study (to be introduced),
which follow the work of Bagheri et al. (2009), Chen and Rowley (2011) and Oehler
et al. (2016).
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3.3.1 The continuous equation












q(x, t) + d(x, t), (3.1a)
= Aq(x, t) + d(x, t), (3.1b)
where A is the Ginzburg-Landau operator which governs the evolution of the flow’s
perturbations q(x, t). The operator is defined on an infinite interval: −∞ < x <∞,
with initial conditions q(x, 0) = q0(x) and boundary conditions q(x, t) < ∞, as
x→ ±∞. The complex terms ν = U + 2jcu and κ = 1 + jcd represent the convective
and the dissipative nature of the flow, where U is the mean advection velocity,
cu the most unstable wavenumber and cd the dispersion parameter. The overall
group velocity of the perturbations is Umax = U + 2cucd. A parabolic function
µ(x) = µ0 − c2u + µ2x2/2 introduces the flow’s non-parallel nature and instabilities,
where µ2 < 0. The flow’s instabilities cause the natural occurrence of amplification
when ωi,max(x) > 0, and decay when ωi,max(x) < 0, where ωi,max(x) = µ0 + µ2x2/2
is the growth rate of the most unstable wavenumber (Chomaz et al., 1987, 1988;
Bagheri et al., 2009). The natural amplification creates an unstable region which
spans the region: −
√
−2µ0/µ2 < x <
√
−2µ0/µ2; we refer to the unstable region’s
upstream and downstream limits as XI and XII .
An analytical solution exists for the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, from
which the eigenvalues (λn), eigenmodes (φn), adjoint eigenmodes (ψn) and the wave-
maker region (ζn) can be generated:















−2µ2κ, χ = (−µ2/(2κ))0.25, n = {0, 1, ...}, Hn is the nth Hermite poly-
nomial and (̄·) is the complex conjugate. The eigenmodes and adjoint eigenmodes
are symmetric with respect to each other. The wavemaker region represents the
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degree of overlap between the eigenmodes and adjoint eigenmodes (Giannetti and
Luchini, 2007).
In §4 we will consider sensor and actuator placement over a range of µ0, but
investigate in more detail only the cases: µ0 = 0.41, µ0 = 0.56 and µ0 = 0.71, all of
which are globally unstable. These three cases correspond to there being one, two
and three unstable modes, respectively. We will now look at some characteristics
of the CGLE for the three cases. This will become important later when we look
at sensor and actuator placement. Figure 3.1(a) shows the growth rate of the most
unstable wavenumber ωi,max(x), together with the upstream XI and downstream
XII limits of the unstable region for the three cases; figure 3.1(b) shows the first five
eigenvalues λn for the three cases. We see that increasing µ0 causes ωi,max(x), XI ,
XII , and the real part of λn all to increase in magnitude. However, increasing µ0 does
not change the shape of the eigenmodes φn and the shape of the adjoint eigenmodes
ψn themselves. We have included the three most unstable eigenmodes (φ0, φ1, φ2)
and adjoint eigenmodes (ψ0, ψ1, ψ2) in figure 3.2. The first three eigenmodes’ global
maxima occur at x = 7.3, x = 9.3 and x = 10.9. For the second eigenmode φ1 a
global minimum exists at x = 0, and for the third eigenmode, φ2, two local minima
exist at x ≈ −3.0 and x ≈ 2.7. Symmetric maxima and minima are obtained for
the adjoint eigenmodes.
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Figure 3.2: (a,c) The three most unstable eigenmodes (normalised): φ0(—),
φ1(−−), and φ2(−·). (b,d) The three most unstable adjoint eigenmodes (nor-
malised): ψ0(—), ψ1(−−), and ψ2(−·). Figures are on a linear (a,b) and logarith-
mic (c,d) scale.
3.3.2 The discretised time-invariant model
Until now, we have treated the Ginzburg-Landau equation as a continuous system,
but to control the flow we need to discretise it and then express it in state-space
form. This section describes how to do so.
The first step is to discretise the operator A in the spatial domain. Instead
of employing the naturally occurring Hermite interpolates for this task, we choose
the Chebyshev collocation method (Trefethen, 2000) because it converges at a lower
order (see Appendix A.1). We choose an order of N+1 = 151 with suitable boundary
conditions and scaling L, such that the domain is defined between −25 < x < 25.
A convergence and scaling study showed convergence for all set-ups considered in
this paper. The second step is to discretise the unknown disturbances d(x, t). (More
details are given in Appendix A.1.)
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P(s)d z
Figure 3.3: Single transfer function P(s) of the state-space model.
Having discretised the continuous CGLE, we can express it as a linear time-
invariant state-space model (3.3):
q̇(t) = Aq(t) + Bdd(t), (3.3a)
z(t) = Czq(t), (3.3b)
where q is the system state and z = Czq an output of interest. (For example, we
might be interested in q at every location in the domain, in which case Cz = I,
or only in some smaller region, in which case Cz will be zero outside the region of
interest.) We can combine (3.3) into a single transfer function P(s) by taking the
Laplace transform (figure 3.3).
3.4 Estimator and controller design
The CGLE is subject to disturbances d, which introduce perturbations into the flow.
We will first look at how to detect these perturbations using a single sensor placed
at xs; and second, how to then reduce their effect using a single actuator placed at
xa. We, therefore, update the state-space model (3.3) to include an actuator and a
sensor (3.4):
q̇(t) = Aq(t) + Bdd(t) + Buu(t), (3.4a)
z(t) = Czq(t) + Duu(t), (3.4b)
y(t) = Cyq(t) + n(t). (3.4c)
The sensor measurement y is given by Cyq, which is contaminated by noise n.
(We treat n as an unknown forcing which is white in space and time with covariance
v = E(nn∗) = 10−3, where E is the expected value) Note that, in general, the
quantity we measure (y) is not the same as the quantity we want to keep small (z).








Figure 3.4: Single transfer function P(s) of the updated state-space model.
Actuation is represented by Buu, which introduces perturbations into the system.
The input u is also a signal of interest, i.e. something we want to monitor, and
therefore, z includes u, which is scaled by Du. As in (3.3), we can combine the
updated state-space model (figure 3.4) into a single transfer function P(s).
3.4.1 The estimation and control problems
We now want to use the extended plant model (3.4) to investigate three different
problems: (i) estimating the entire flow with one sensor (without any control), (ii)
controlling the flow with one actuator (when the entire system state is known) and
(iii) controlling the flow with one actuator when only provided with a single sensor
reading. Figure 3.5 shows a summary of the three problems. Each problem has a
secondary system R(s) which needs to be designed (OE: estimator, FIC: controller
and IOC: controller.)
3.4.1.1 The optimal estimation (OE) problem
Given a single sensor measurement y, which is contaminated by noise n, our task
in the optimal estimation (OE) problem is to estimate the entire state q, which is
subject to disturbances d. The estimate q̂ is generated using an estimator. (Thus
we only have one sensor to measure the flow; and we want to use it to estimate the
flow everywhere.) Our aim is to minimise the energy of the estimation error signal
z = e = Cz(q − q̂) in the presence of inputs d and n. The following cost function
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ok1g72Ml+Aj/mqRXyXpEHFyHkOw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ok1g72Ml+Aj/mqRXyXpEHFyHkOw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ok1g72Ml+Aj/mqRXyXpEHFyHkOw=">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</latexit>
y
<latexit sha1_base64="9CTlJ74DWQkl8KaKPTWTB1TthFg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9CTlJ74DWQkl8KaKPTWTB1TthFg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9CTlJ74DWQkl8KaKPTWTB1TthFg=">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</latexit>
A
Controller
IOC  x = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="W75h3F2g57V1IfIXqPG31SrfTXY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W75h3F2g57V1IfIXqPG31SrfTXY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W75h3F2g57V1IfIXqPG31SrfTXY=">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</latexit>
q
<latexit sha1_base64="agE2ugFNlBLu2Pm78eG2dl4X0ow=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="agE2ugFNlBLu2Pm78eG2dl4X0ow=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="agE2ugFNlBLu2Pm78eG2dl4X0ow=">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</latexit>
noise n





<latexit sha1_base64="agE2ugFNlBLu2Pm78eG2dl4X0ow=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="agE2ugFNlBLu2Pm78eG2dl4X0ow=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="agE2ugFNlBLu2Pm78eG2dl4X0ow=">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</latexit>
u
<latexit sha1_base64="Ok1g72Ml+Aj/mqRXyXpEHFyHkOw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ok1g72Ml+Aj/mqRXyXpEHFyHkOw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ok1g72Ml+Aj/mqRXyXpEHFyHkOw=">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</latexit>
x = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="W75h3F2g57V1IfIXqPG31SrfTXY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W75h3F2g57V1IfIXqPG31SrfTXY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W75h3F2g57V1IfIXqPG31SrfTXY=">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</latexit>
noise n
<latexit sha1_base64="Lp1+WH+aTTbtVbER5nnWpcmpggM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lp1+WH+aTTbtVbER5nnWpcmpggM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lp1+WH+aTTbtVbER5nnWpcmpggM=">AAACYnicbVBNaxsxEJW3H0mcftjJMT2ImkJPRltC470ZeumhhRTqJuA1RivPOiJardDMhphl/0qv7V/qD+j/qHazhybtgMTTmzeamZc5o5GE+DWIHj1+8nRv/2B4+Oz5i5ej8dE3LCuvYKFKU/rLTCIYbWFBmgxcOg+yyAxcZNcf2vzFDXjUpf1KOwerQm6tzrWSFKj16CgluCVf1LbUCLzhlq9HEzE9E8lMnHIxFYmIk/ct6ILHPZiwPs7X40GSbkpVFWBJGYm4jIWjVS09aWWgGaYVgpPqWm5hGaCVBeCq7oZv+JvAbHhe+nAs8Y79u6KWBeKuyIKykHSFD3Mt+b/csqJ8tqq1dRWBVXeN8spwKnnrBN9oD4rMLgCpvA6zcnUlvVQU/LrXBSkAsNvgcVime30O7YbpBvIUEesUwweO+pt23dII1Em30tWfmnrmqOkrWrYdIdDB7Pihtf+CxbtpMhVfTifzee/6Pjthr9lbFrMzNmcf2TlbMMVu2Xf2g/0c/I4Oo3F0fCeNBn3NMbsX0as/wR+7Gw==</latexit>
Estimator
OE   
q̂
<latexit sha1_base64="a3CNP64jBoul8UbBAyz8zegw71Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a3CNP64jBoul8UbBAyz8zegw71Y=">AAACVXicbVBNa+MwEJXd9Cvbbr+OvZiGwp6CUxba3gK99LCFFjZNIA5BVsaJiCyrmnEhGP+IXnf/2PbPLCu7PmybDkg8vXmjmXmxURIpDF89f6O1ubW9s9v+srf/9eDw6PgRs9wKGIhMZXYUcwQlNQxIkoKRscDTWMEwXt5U+eEzWJSZ/kkrA5OUz7VMpODkqGG04FQ8ldPDTtgN6wjWQa8BHdbE/fTIu45mmchT0CQURxz3QkOTgluSQkHZjnIEw8WSz2HsoOYp4KSo5y2Dc8fMgiSz7mgKavb/ioKniKs0dsqU0wI/5irys9w4p+RqUkhtcgIt3holuQooC6rlg5m0IEitHODCSjdrIBbcckHOonddkBwAPXe2umXq151r145mkESIWEToPjDU3LSql0agWjrnpvhRFleGyqaiYqsRHO3M7n20dh0MLrrX3fDhe6ffb1zfYafsjH1jPXbJ+uyW3bMBE2zJXtgv9tv74/31W/7Wm9T3mpoT9i78g3+4nbdk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a3CNP64jBoul8UbBAyz8zegw71Y=">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</latexit>
e
<latexit sha1_base64="NcYDtdC5ps7x/449Ab8izvLb+BY=">AAACT3icbVBNSwMxEM3Wz9avqkcvi0XwVLYi2N4KXjwoKFgVukWy6WwNZrMhMyuUpb/Aq/4xb/4TT2J23YNWBxJe3rzJzLzIKIkUBO9ebWFxaXlltd5YW9/Y3Gpu79xgmlkBA5Gq1N5FHEFJDQOSpODOWOBJpOA2ejwt8rdPYFGm+pqmBkYJn2gZS8HJUVdw32wF7aAM/y/oVKDFqri83/Z64TgVWQKahOKIw05gaJRzS1IomDXCDMFw8cgnMHRQ8wRwlJeTzvwDx4z9OLXuaPJL9mdFzhPEaRI5ZcLpAedzBflfbphR3B3lUpuMQIvvRnGmfEr9Ym1/LC0IUlMHuLDSzeqLB265IGfOry5IDoCeOEPdMuXrwrVrhGOIQ0TMQ3QfGKpumpZLI1ApnXCTn8/yrqFZVVGwxQiOdmZ35q39CwZH7V47uDpu9fuV66tsj+2zQ9ZhJ6zPztglGzDBgD2zF/bqvXkf3metkta8CuyyX1GrfwHvqbWK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NcYDtdC5ps7x/449Ab8izvLb+BY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NcYDtdC5ps7x/449Ab8izvLb+BY=">AAACT3icbVBNSwMxEM3Wz9avqkcvi0XwVLYi2N4KXjwoKFgVukWy6WwNZrMhMyuUpb/Aq/4xb/4TT2J23YNWBxJe3rzJzLzIKIkUBO9ebWFxaXlltd5YW9/Y3Gpu79xgmlkBA5Gq1N5FHEFJDQOSpODOWOBJpOA2ejwt8rdPYFGm+pqmBkYJn2gZS8HJUVdw32wF7aAM/y/oVKDFqri83/Z64TgVWQKahOKIw05gaJRzS1IomDXCDMFw8cgnMHRQ8wRwlJeTzvwDx4z9OLXuaPJL9mdFzhPEaRI5ZcLpAedzBflfbphR3B3lUpuMQIvvRnGmfEr9Ym1/LC0IUlMHuLDSzeqLB265IGfOry5IDoCeOEPdMuXrwrVrhGOIQ0TMQ3QfGKpumpZLI1ApnXCTn8/yrqFZVVGwxQiOdmZ35q39CwZH7V47uDpu9fuV66tsj+2zQ9ZhJ6zPztglGzDBgD2zF/bqvXkf3metkta8CuyyX1GrfwHvqbWK</latexit>
y
<latexit sha1_base64="9CTlJ74DWQkl8KaKPTWTB1TthFg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9CTlJ74DWQkl8KaKPTWTB1TthFg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9CTlJ74DWQkl8KaKPTWTB1TthFg=">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</latexit>
<latexit sha1_base64="xNAptYZK9X9Astc39z2dr0ILzjQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xNAptYZK9X9Astc39z2dr0ILzjQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xNAptYZK9X9Astc39z2dr0ILzjQ=">AAACX3icbVDBThsxEHW2BUJaILQn1IvVqFJP0QZVKtwicemBSiARQMpGkdeZTSy8Xsszi4hW+yVc6Udx5UvwLntoEkay9fzmjWfmxVYrpDB8bgUfPm5t77R3O58+7+0fdA+/XGOWOwkjmenM3cYCQSsDI1Kk4dY6EGms4Sa+O6vyN/fgUGXmipYWJqmYG5UoKchT0+5BRPBALi1MphB4Oe32wn5YB98Egwb0WBMX08PWaTTLZJ6CIakF4ngQWpoUwpGSGspOlCNYIe/EHMYeGpECTop68pL/8MyMJ5nzxxCv2f8rCpEiLtPYK1NBC1zPVeR7uXFOycmkUMbmBEa+NUpyzSnjlQ18phxI0ksPhHTKz8rlQjghyZu10gXJAzBzb7Bfpn799e060QySCBGLCP0HlpqblvXSCFRL58IW52VxYqlsKiq2GsHT3uzBurWbYHTcP+2Hl796w2Hjept9Y9/ZTzZgv9mQ/WEXbMQky9kje2L/Wi9BO9gPum/SoNXUfGUrERy9Aoxjuho=</latexit>
x = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="W75h3F2g57V1IfIXqPG31SrfTXY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W75h3F2g57V1IfIXqPG31SrfTXY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W75h3F2g57V1IfIXqPG31SrfTXY=">AAACU3icbVDBShxBEO0ZNdGNRtccc2lchJyWWRFcD4GFXDwoGMi4ws4iPb01a2NPT9NVI1mG/YZc448J+Zcc7BnnoK4F3bx+9aqr6qVWK6Qo+heEa+sbHz5ubnU+be983t3r7l9hUToJsSx04a5TgaCVgZgUabi2DkSeahindz/q/PgeHKrC/KKFhWku5kZlSgryVPybf+fRzV4v6kdN8FUwaEGPtXF50w1Ok1khyxwMSS0QJ4PI0rQSjpTUsOwkJYIV8k7MYeKhETngtGqmXfJDz8x4Vjh/DPGGfVlRiRxxkademQu6xbe5mnwvNykpG04rZWxJYORzo6zUnAper85nyoEkvfBASKf8rFzeCickeYNedUHyAMzcm+qXaV4Xvl0nmUGWIGKVoP/AUnvTolkagRrpXNjqfFkNLS3bipqtR/C0N3vw1tpVEB/1T/vRz+PeaNi6vsm+sgP2jQ3YCRuxM3bJYiaZYn/YX/YQPAb/wzBcf5aGQVvzhb2KcOcJ0tW1aw==</latexit>
q
<latexit sha1_base64="agE2ugFNlBLu2Pm78eG2dl4X0ow=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="agE2ugFNlBLu2Pm78eG2dl4X0ow=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="agE2ugFNlBLu2Pm78eG2dl4X0ow=">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</latexit>
quantity
measured
<latexit sha1_base64="boxk7Fsw/B8cPQqjj2buZj5XMas=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="boxk7Fsw/B8cPQqjj2buZj5XMas=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="boxk7Fsw/B8cPQqjj2buZj5XMas=">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</latexit>
quantity
actuated
<latexit sha1_base64="/nSyP7fT5FL37E0Fb3CcPdT43Ys=">AAACvHicbVHLattAFB2rr9R9OemyUIaaQhfGSCbUziohXbSLFtJSNwHLmNHo2hk8GqkzVwExaFfov3Tb/kz/pleKFs3jgsSZc899J4VWDsPwby+4c/fe/Qc7D/uPHj95+mywu/fN5aWVMJe5zu1ZIhxoZWCOCjWcFRZElmg4TbbvGv/pBVincvMVqwKWmdgYtVZSIFGrwcvY5MqkYJB/L4WhDBWPYy4klgIhXQ2G4Thsjd8EUQeGrLOT1W7vZ5zmsswoo9TCuUUUFrj0wqKSGup+XDoohNyKDSwIGpGBW/p2kJq/Jibl69zSRx217P8RXmTOVVlCykzgubvua8jbfIsS17OlV6YoEYy8LLQuNcecN1vhqbIgUVcEhLSKeuXyXFhaA+3uShWHBMBsaN80TPv6ROX6cQrr2DnnY0cJCuz+WLVDO8BWuhGF/1j7WYF1F9GwTQtEtwzlbcf2ic7l1kJa+y/vj2sfHbwd7U9G4W2qRJfQycLRdDqKJrO6T6eLrh/qJphPxgfj8PNkeHTc3XCHvWCv2BsWsSk7Yh/YCZszyX6wX+w3+xMcBhBsg+xSGvS6mOfsigUX/wDMCdx0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/nSyP7fT5FL37E0Fb3CcPdT43Ys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/nSyP7fT5FL37E0Fb3CcPdT43Ys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YCVxrlSn3R7YYcT9pHa9Hw1aDt4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UW+oPj+4EzLkcWHagPfVpqE/rms=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UW+oPj+4EzLkcWHagPfVpqE/rms=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JLyOB+QPz56kyfpljjhjrOsV/uI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/nSyP7fT5FL37E0Fb3CcPdT43Ys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/nSyP7fT5FL37E0Fb3CcPdT43Ys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/nSyP7fT5FL37E0Fb3CcPdT43Ys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/nSyP7fT5FL37E0Fb3CcPdT43Ys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/nSyP7fT5FL37E0Fb3CcPdT43Ys=">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</latexit>
quantity
minimised
<latexit sha1_base64="jLnXa1zfMaCXtEpIqK1Qd/SMzA8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jLnXa1zfMaCXtEpIqK1Qd/SMzA8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jLnXa1zfMaCXtEpIqK1Qd/SMzA8=">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</latexit>
System
<latexit sha1_base64="Xh788azMtEBs7dy5JQT4dLdqC08=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xh788azMtEBs7dy5JQT4dLdqC08=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xh788azMtEBs7dy5JQT4dLdqC08=">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</latexit>
cost
q + ↵u
<latexit sha1_base64="cCnGYUEkfeHvw7mjODGEHTdR528=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCnGYUEkfeHvw7mjODGEHTdR528=">AAAC6XicbVHLjtMwFHXDawivDizZWFRISFRVUo1oR7MZDQuQAGlAlBmprirHuWmjOg/smxGV5TV7VogtX8DXIHbwJzhpFp3HleIcn3uu77VPVMpUYxD86XjXrt+4eWvntn/n7r37D7q7Dz/polICJqKQhTqNuAaZ5jDBFCWclgp4Fkk4iVYv6/zJGSidFvlHXJcwy/giT5NUcHTUvPuGIXxBlRlRaKSWHTDms6iQsV5n7mc+W/qcMi7LJaesaWciWYhVJCuwdFtZ2Xm3FwyCJuhlELagR9o4nu92vrK4EFUGOQrJtZ6GQYkzwxWmQoL1WaWh5GLFFzB1MOcZ6JlpxrD0qWNimhTKfTnSht2uMDzT9WxOmXFc6ou5mrwqN60wGc9MmpcVQi42jZJKUixo/YQ0ThUIlGsHuFCpm5WKJVdcoHvoc100OgD5wpnjLtPs3rl2PoshYVprw7Q7oMR2xXVzaQ3YSBe8NG+tGZdo24qarUdwdMO4c7c8URBb8+HVkTXh/ov+3rAfXKVqnNvIgv5o1A+HY+s768KLRl0Gk+FgfxC83+sdHrUe7pDH5Al5RkIyIofkNTkmEyLIL/Kb/CX/POl98757PzZSr9PWPCLnwvv5H3Cu7/Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCnGYUEkfeHvw7mjODGEHTdR528=">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</latexit>
cost
q + ↵u
<latexit sha1_base64="cCnGYUEkfeHvw7mjODGEHTdR528=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCnGYUEkfeHvw7mjODGEHTdR528=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCnGYUEkfeHvw7mjODGEHTdR528=">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</latexit>
error
q   q̂
<latexit sha1_base64="qsPtOcLc0mcu/nNnyIb22QLaiQ8=">AAAC1nicbVFLbxMxEHaWV1leKRy5WERIHJZoN6pIeqvKAQ4gFURoURxFXu9sYsX7wJ6tGlkrTqhXfgG/hivc+Td4t3sgbUey/fmbbzwznrhU0mAY/u15N27eun1n565/7/6Dh4/6u48/m6LSAqaiUIU+ibkBJXOYokQFJ6UGnsUKjuP168Z/fArayCL/hJsS5hlf5jKVgqOjFv0JQzhDnVnQutA1CxjzWVyoxGwyd9ivNX1J2Yqj3WbrRX8QDsPW6FUQdWBAOjta7PbOWVKIKoMcheLGzKKwxLnlGqVQUPusMlByseZLmDmY8wzM3LYt1vS5YxKaFtqtHGnL/h9heWaa4pwy47gyl30NeZ1vVmE6mVuZlxVCLi4SpZWiWNDmv2giNQhUGwe40NLVSsWKay7Q/epWFoMOQL50k3DNtLf3Lp3PEkiZMcYy4x4osdtx0zZtAFvpkpf2XW0nJdZdRMM2JTi6Zdy7bds2VoVYa0hq+/HNYW2j/VfB3igIr1PFqoJOFgbjcRCNJrXvRhddHtRVMB0N94fhh73BwWE3wx3ylDwjL0hExuSAvCVHZEoE+Ul+kd/kj/fF++Z9984vpF6vi3lCtsz78Q9TN+g/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qsPtOcLc0mcu/nNnyIb22QLaiQ8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qsPtOcLc0mcu/nNnyIb22QLaiQ8=">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</latexit>
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Figure 3.5: Summary of the OE, FIC, and IOC problems.
3.4.1.2 The full information control (FIC) problem
Given knowledge of the entire state q, our task in the full information control (FIC)
problem is to control the entire q field, which is subject to disturbances d, using a
single actuator. The actuator force u is generated by a controller. (Thus we know
everything about the flow; but we only have one actuator to control the flow.) Our
aim is to minimise the energy of the cost signal z in the presence of input d. The
















where α is a penalisation of the actuator force.
3.4.1.3 The input–output control (IOC) problem
Given a single sensor measurement y, which is contaminated by noise n, our task
in the input–output control (IOC) problem is to control the entire q field, which is
subject to disturbances d, using a single actuator. The actuator force u is generated






Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the full model containing the dynamics of the flow
P(s) and secondary system R(s).
by a controller. Full-state information is required for the controller, but since q is
not available, we estimate it using an estimator. (Thus we only have one sensor to
estimate the flow; and we only have one actuator available to control the flow.) Our
aim is to minimise the energy of the cost signal z in the presence of inputs d and
n. The cost function defined in equation 3.6 can be derived from the cost signal z.
3.4.2 Optimising the performance
We couple the secondary system R(s) with the plant model P(s) into an overall
transfer function G(s), defined such that z = G(s)w. All three stated problems
have two things in common: an unknown input w (d and n; or d); and an output
z that we want to keep small. The general design problem can now be stated as
follows: given P(s), design R(s) such that G(s) is small. Thus, we first need to
quantify the size of G(s).
A common way to quantify the size of G(s) is to use the H2-norm, which is
defined as:















where σi are the singular values of G(s) at frequency ω. Since the singular values can
be considered a generalisation of a transfer function’s gain when there are multiple
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inputs and multiple outputs, we can consider the H2-norm as an average gain over
all frequencies and all directions. We refer to the H2-norm generated by the OE
problem as γOE, the FIC problem as γFI and IOC problem as γIO.
The problem of how to then design R(s) to make G(s) small is a well-understood
problem, and hence can be solved using standard tools. However, the locations of the
sensor and actuator form part of the system P(s), and therefore, we can only obtain
the best possible R(s) for a given sensor location xs, a given actuator location xa or
both. To obtain the optimal sensor and actuator locations we have to either solve
γ for a set of xs and xa, known as brute force solving, or use an iterative-gradient
minimisation algorithm. We employ an iterative-gradient minimisation algorithm
which was developed by Chen and Rowley (2011), where it was successfully applied
to the IOC problem for two values of µ0.
It is important to consider the effect of v and α for three reasons: (i) the optimal
placement problem, (ii) the estimation performance, and (iii) the control perfor-
mance. Previous studies have looked at the effect of v and α for the IOC problem
(Lauga and Bewley, 2004; Chen and Rowley, 2011). Based on these studies, we
have chosen α = 1/7 and v = 10−3. The actuation cost α is a compromise between
a reasonably sized actuator signal and an effective reduction in the perturbation
magnitude. The noise covariance v is a compromise between a negligibly sized sen-
sor noise and the well-posedness of the system. The optimal sensor and actuator
locations are insensitive to the choice of α and v for all systems and µ0 considered
in this study.
For more information on the estimator design, the controller design and the opti-
mal placement see Appendices A.2 and A.3. Further details on the control tools used
in this section (and the appendices) can be found in Kim and Bewley (2007); Sko-
gestad and Postlethwaite (2007); Bagheri et al. (2009); Aström and Murray (2010);
Chen and Rowley (2011).
3.5 Results
We will now look at optimal placement, and the effect that varying the stability of
the system has on optimal placement. This section consists of three parts: first,
we consider the optimal estimation (OE) problem, then the full information control
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(FIC) problem and finally the input–output control (IOC) problem. We study the
OE and FIC problems together for better comparison.
3.5.1 The OE and FIC problems
We start by looking at the OE problem for a single value of µ0 = 0.41 when random
disturbances are applied everywhere in the domain. The estimation error norm γOE
is generated as a function of sensor location xs in figure 3.7(a), which reveals the
optimal sensor location to be at xs−opt ≈ 2.10, for which γOE ≈ 5.70. Placing the
sensor downstream of xs−opt is penalised less than placing it upstream of xs−opt.
We now repeat the same analysis for the FIC problem. The energy norm γFI is
generated as a function of actuator location xa in figure 3.7(b), which reveals the
optimal actuator location to be at xa−opt ≈ −2.01, where γFI ≈ 5.85. Analogous
to the OE problem, placing the actuator upstream of xa−opt is penalised less than
placing it downstream of xa−opt.
Having found the optimal sensor and actuator locations for a single value of
µ0, it is now interesting to look at how placement varies with µ0. Results for two
higher values of µ0 are also shown figure 3.7(a,b): µ0 = 0.56, for which there are
two unstable modes, and µ0 = 0.71, for which there are three unstable modes.
When µ0 = 0.56, the optimal sensor location shifts downstream and γOE increases;
a local maximum occurs at xs = 0 and γOE changes rapidly within the vicinity of
the maximum. When µ0 = 0.71, the optimal sensor location shifts even further
downstream, and the local maximum at the centre increases in magnitude. Rapid
changes of γOE now also occur at xs ≈ −3 and xs ≈ 2.7 (figure 3.7(a)). In all three
cases, it is better to place the sensor too far downstream than too far upstream.
Similar results are obtained for the FIC problem (figure 3.7(b)).
So far, we considered three distinct values of µ0. We now look in more detail
at how xs−opt and xa−opt vary with µ0; this is computationally expensive, and so
we employ the gradient minimisation algorithm of Chen and Rowley (2011). Figure
3.7(c) shows that, as µ0 is varied over the range −0.01 ≤ µ0 ≤ 0.9, xs−opt shifts
downstream from 0.92 to 5.36, while xa−opt shifts upstream from -0.80 to −5.34.
In addition to plotting xs−opt and xa−opt with µ0, it is also interesting to look at
the optimal positions’ energy norms, which provide information on the difficulty of
estimation and control. In figure 3.7(d,e) the optimal OE energy norm γOE(xs−opt)
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Figure 3.7: (a) The OE norm γOE as a function of sensor location xs and (b) the
FIC norm γFI as a function of actuator location xa for stability parameters µ0 =(
0.41(—), 0.56(−−), 0.71; (−·)
)
. (c) The OE optimal sensor location xs−opt(—)
and the FIC optimal actuator location xa−opt(−−), and the unstable region’s
limits (:) as a function of µ0. The unstable region is shaded grey; it only exists
when µ0 > 0. (d) The OE norm γOE(xs−opt) and (e) the FIC norm γFI(xa−opt)
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Figure 3.8: (a) εOE and (b) εFI as a function of x for a range of µ0. Optimal
placements from Figure 3.7(c) are used. The locations corresponding to the two
peak values of εOE and εFI (−−) and the downstream boundary of the unstable
region (· · · ) are also shown.
and the optimal FIC energy norm γFI(xa−opt) are shown as a function of µ0. Over
the chosen range γOE increases from 3.7 to 41.3, and γFI increases from 3.8 to 45.9.
It is now insightful to see how contributions to those norms are distributed
throughout the domain. To do so, we use the root mean square (rms) value ε





The term εOE shows the effect of the estimation error on γOE throughout the
domain. Figure 3.8(a) uses the optimal sensor locations from figure 3.7(c) to calcu-
late εOE for a range of µ0. As expected, the smallest εOE occurs at the location of
the sensor for all µ0. The most significant contributions to the estimation error are
concentrated in two regions: near the centre of the domain and near XII .
Similarly, the term εFI shows the effect of the disturbances on γFI throughout
the domain. Figure 3.8(b) uses the optimal actuator locations from figure 3.7(c)
to calculate εFI for a range of µ0. The results of figure 3.8(b) are approximately
symmetric to figure 3.8(a). It is interesting to note that the estimator is the dual of
the state feedback controller (Aström and Murray, 2010). Therefore equating the
control weight with the sensor noise (v = α, instead of v = 10−3 and α = 1/7) would
result in xs−opt = −xa−opt and an exact symmetry between εOE and εFI .
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3.5.2 The IOC problem
The results of the OE and FIC problems are relevant for understanding the challenges
of sensing and actuating each on their own. However, we cannot use the OE problem
for control itself, and in most fluid flows the full-state information needed for FIC
is unavailable. Therefore, we now combine OE with FIC to form the input–output
control (IOC) problem. We will see that similar results to the OE and the FIC
problems are obtained.
As in §3.5.1, we start with a single value of µ0 = 0.41 with random disturbances
applied everywhere in the domain. This time we must consider the sensor (xs) and
actuator (xa) location together, which adds an extra dimension to the problem.
The energy norm γIO is therefore obtained over a range of sensor locations (xs)
and actuator locations (xa) and mapped out on a contour plot in figure 3.9(a). A
minimum of γIO = 6.68 is achieved for xs = 1.09 and xa = −1.12. (These results are
consistent with Chen and Rowley (2011).) As before, placing the sensor upstream of
its optimal location is penalised more severely than placing it downstream. Similarly,
placing the actuator downstream of its optimal location is penalised more severely
than placing it upstream. These behaviours match those seen for the OE and FIC
problems. We repeat the brute force result for µ0 = 0.56 and µ0 = 0.71 in figure
3.9(b,c), where a minimum of γIO = 12.64 and γIO = 52.11 is achieved. Local
maxima and rapid changes of γIO are observed at the same locations as for the OE
problem and the FIC problem.
Finding the optimum via brute force is computationally expensive – particularly
now that the optimisation problem is two-dimensional (with both the sensor and
actuator to be chosen simultaneously). Therefore we use the gradient minimisation
algorithm of Chen and Rowley (2011) to find the optimal sensor xs−opt location and
the optimal actuator xa−opt location – each as a function of µ0.
Figure 3.9(d) shows that xs−opt shifts downstream from 0.24 to 5.13, while xa−opt
shifts upstream from −0.33 to −5.13, over the chosen range of −0.01 ≤ µ0 ≤ 0.9.
(The sensor and actuator are closer together in IOC than in OE and FIC.) The
corresponding optimal positions’ γIO are shown in figure 3.9(e). We can see that
γIO increases from 3.8 to 1177.5, which is significantly larger than for either OE or
FIC.
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, where the innermost contour is γIO =(
101(a), 101.25(b), 101.75(c)
)
, and each subsequent contour increments by ×100.25.
(d) the IOC optimal sensor xs−opt(−·) and actuator xa−opt(:) location as a func-
tion of µ0. The OE and FIC optimal locations are included (—,−−). (a-d) the
unstable region is shaded grey (outer limits (:)); it only exists when µ0 > 0. (e)
The IOC norm γIO(xs−opt, xa−opt) as a function of µ0. (a-e) The optimal locations
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3.5.3 Discussion
We will now summarise and discuss the main findings.
We first used a brute force approach to generate the energy norm γ over a range of
sensor and actuator locations. This was done for the OE and FIC problems in figure
3.7(a,b); and for the IOC problem in figure 3.9(a-c). Relating the results of figure
3.7(a,b) to the eigenmodes and adjoint eigenmodes, we see that the energy norm γOE
is large at locations where an unstable eigenmode is small (see figure 3.2(a,c)), and
that the energy norm γFI is large at locations where an unstable adjoint eigenmode
is small (see figure 3.2(b,d)). A similar pattern is seen when comparing figure 3.9(a-
c) with figure 3.2: that γIO is large at locations where either an unstable eigenmode
or an unstable adjoint eigenmode is small. At these locations, the detectability or
stabilisability is low, which limits estimation and control (see for example Skogestad
and Postlethwaite, 2007; Chen and Rowley, 2015).
We are interested in the optimal sensor and actuator locations to achieve the best
estimation and control performance possible. The brute force approach is inefficient
when searching for the optimal sensor and actuator locations. Instead, we found
them by employing the iterative minimisation algorithm of Chen and Rowley (2011).
At first, we considered the OE and FIC problems in figure 3.7(c): as the stability
decreases (µ0 increases) the optimal sensor location xs−opt shifts downstream, while
the optimal actuator location xa−opt shifts upstream. At the same time, the norms
γOE and γFI in figure 3.7(d,e) rise sharply. Thus, there is a direct relationship
between the stability, optimal location and the energy norm. (The behaviour of
xa−opt shifting upstream in the FIC problem is also observed by Lauga and Bewley
(2003).) The IOC problem shows the same behaviour, although xs−opt and xa−opt
are now closer together (figure 3.9(d)) and γIO is larger (figure 3.9(e)) relative to
OE and FIC at a given stability.
An objective of this study is to better understand the optimal sensor and actu-
ator locations we found, with a particular focus on any trade-offs. Therefore, we
generated rms values (ε) of γOE and γFI throughout the domain for a set of stabili-
ties in figure 3.8, placing the sensor and actuator at the respective optimal locations.
This provides insight into the relationship between the optimal location, stability,
and corresponding energy norm. Two peaks in εOE can be seen in figure 3.8(a): one
near the centre of the domain and another near XII . As µ0 increases, the peak near
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XII shifts downstream. The sensor needs to be placed further downstream as well,
to ensure that the two peaks are kept as small as possible. Keeping both peaks small
is a trade-off in OE, which we further discuss in §3.6.1. Two peaks in εFI can be
seen in figure 3.8(b): one near the centre of the domain and another near XI . As µ0
increases, the peak at XI shifts further upstream. The actuator needs to be placed
further upstream as well, to ensure that the two peaks are kept as small as possible.
Just as in OE, keeping both peaks small is a trade-off in FIC. The two trade-offs we
see in OE and FIC also exist in the IOC problem.
3.6 Trade-offs in optimal placement
We will now relate the optimal locations found in §3.5 to previous studies. This
will highlight trade-offs that have to be considered, which were briefly mentioned in
§3.5.3. Then, we explore some key factors limiting the sensor and actuator place-
ment for effective estimation and control: the eigenmodes, adjoint eigenmodes, and
time lag. Investigating the effect of time lag is particularly important due to the
convective nature of the flow, and it will further highlight the effect of the trade-offs
that have to be considered. Finally, we discuss the differences seen in the optimal
placement results between OE, FIC and IOC.
3.6.1 Placement prediction
We now consider the optimal placements for OE and FIC at µ0 = 0.41 along with








, the wavemaker region (ζ0) and the downstream (XII)
and upstream (XI) branches of the unstable region. These are shown in figure 3.10
(see Åkervik et al., 2007; Giannetti and Luchini, 2007; Bagheri et al., 2009; Chen
and Rowley, 2011, 2015). We see in figure 3.7(a,b) that the wavemaker region (ζ0)
provides the best prediction of the optimal placement. Still, the placement based
on the wavemaker region does not perform as well as the optimal placement. To
understand why, we will now study the εOE and εFI values for each of the four
placements, which we display in figure 3.11.
In figure 3.11(a), for every placement case, there exist two peaks of εOE: one
upstream of the sensor and one downstream of the sensor. The downstream peak
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Figure 3.10: Selected actuator (upstream) and sensor (downstream) placements
for µ0 = 0.41 based on previous literature: XI and XII (4), ψ0 and φ0 (O),
ζ0 (×), and H2-optimal (©). The normalised most unstable eigenmode φ0(—),
the normalised most unstable adjoint-eigenmode ψ0(−−), and their corresponding
wavemaker region ζ0(−·) are included. The unstable region, with upstream (XI)
and downstream (XII) branch, is shown.
for the sensor placement at XII is the smallest. However, the trade-off is that the
upstream peak is the largest. The converse is true for wavemaker-based placement:
the downstream peak is the largest, while the upstream peak is the smallest. The
best trade-off is given by the H2-optimal placement. The optimal location provides
the best compromise between keeping the upstream peak small and keeping the
downstream peak small, which agrees with findings of Colburn (2011). At the opti-
mal location, 59% of the energy contributed to γOE is from upstream of the sensor,
and the remainder from downstream.
We can draw similar observations for FIC in 3.11(b): the optimal location pro-
vides the best compromise between keeping the upstream and downstream peak of
εFI small.
3.6.2 The effect of eigenmodes and adjoint eigenmodes
We saw in §3.6.1 that the eigenmodes and adjoint eigenmodes fail to predict the
optimal placement for estimation and control. They fail because of the non-normal,
convective nature of the CGLE (e.g. Bagheri et al., 2009; Schmid and Henningson,
2012). Yet, they do show locations where a particular mode can be measured and
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Figure 3.11: (a) εOE , and (b) εFI , as a function of x, for the four placements
based on: XII and XI (:), φ0 and ψ0 (·−), ζ0 (−−), and H2-optimal (—). The
respective norms are: γOE =
(











are zero at the domain’s centre (figure 3.2). Therefore placement
at the domain’s centre (xs = xa = 0) results in poor performance when the second
mode is unstable (see figures 3.7(a,b) and 3.9(a-c)). We illustrate this in figure 3.12,
where we plot γIO as a function of µ0 for xs = xa = 0 and compare it to γIO for
the optimal placements. The placement at xs = xa = 0 performs similarly to the
optimal placement as long as only one mode is unstable. There is a sharp increase
in γIO when the second mode becomes unstable. Changing µ0 from 0.55 to 0.56
increases γIO from 50.8 to 4949.1. (Similar changes are observed for OE and FIC.)
One may ask why control does not become impossible in this case? The answer
is that both the sensor and actuator have Gaussian profiles in space (see equation
A.4), and therefore, sensing and actuation occur not just at x = 0, but also in its
vicinity. This somewhat severe example helps to highlight the importance of the
eigenmodes and adjoint eigenmodes. Placement without their consideration leads
to poor performance.
3.6.3 The effect of time delay
Chen and Rowley (2011, 2015) pointed out the detrimental effect of excessive time
lag, which causes the wavemaker region to be the best predictor of the optimal
placement in section §3.6.1. To better understand and quantify the time-lag effect,
we now introduce an artificial delay τ to either the sensor signal y (OE and IOC)
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(−−). The threshold of instability for the first four modes is
indicated by (· · · ) from left to right.
or the actuator signal u (FIC). The delay is introduced into the signals via a Padé
approximation of order ten. Figure 3.13 shows the optimal sensor locations, the
optimal actuator locations and the corresponding energy norms as a function of τ
at µ0 = 0.41. The delay τ is normalised with Umax (the overall group velocity of the
perturbations, see §3.3.1) to represent distance travelled by perturbations during
the delay. With increasing τ the optimal sensor locations shift upstream, and the
optimal actuator locations downstream, while the amount of spatial shift relative
to Umaxτ is similar. At the same time, the energy norms increase by 193% for OE,
196% for FI and 250% for IO over the given time-lag range.
The optimal sensor location moves further upstream to compensate for the arti-
ficial time lag in the measurement signal. The actuator moves further downstream
to compensate for the delay in the feedback loop. These shifted optimal locations
provide the best compromise between keeping the upstream and downstream peaks
of the corresponding ε small (as discussed in §3.6.1) when subject to an artificial
time lag. For a particular delay, the optimal sensor and actuator locations coincide
with the peak of the wavemaker region.
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Figure 3.13: (a) The optimal sensor location
(
OE: xs−opt(—), IOC: xs−opt(−·)
)
and the optimal actuator location
(
FIC: xa−opt(−−), IOC: xa−opt(· · · )
)
as a func-
tion of τUmax (delay scaled by the group velocity); (b) the corresponding, γOE(—),
γFI(−−), and γIO(−·).
3.6.4 The difference between the optimal placements of OE,
FIC and IOC.
The separation principle of estimation and control states that when combining the
independently designed optimal estimator, with the full information controller, the
resulting input–output controller is still optimal. However, figure 3.9(d) shows that
the optimal sensor and actuator locations for OE and FIC do not match the optimal
sensor and actuator locations for IOC. This mismatch is because the separation prin-
ciple only affects the estimator and controller design problem, but not the placement
problem itself. It is essential to estimate perturbations which improve the control de-
cision, hence the optimal sensor location for the IOC problem is closer to the centre
of the domain than for OE problem. Similarly, it is essential to control perturbations
which reduce the estimation error, and therefore, the optimal actuator location for
the IOC problem is closer to the centre of the domain than for the FIC problem.
Mathematically, the differences in optimal sensor and actuator placements can be
explained by the gradients of γ2 with respect to either the sensor or the actuator
location. The gradients for IOC (Chen and Rowley, 2011) are different compared
to the equivalent gradients for OE and FIC (equation A.5); therefore, the optimal
placements must also be different.
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3.7 Conclusion of chapter
Previous feedback flow control studies have placed sensors and actuators based on
physical characteristics, such as eigenmodes. These physical characteristics are use-
ful for understanding the limitations of effective estimation and control, but by
themselves, they do not provide the whole picture. Instead, one has to search for
the optimal locations iteratively, as done by Chen and Rowley (2011). We have
studied the single sensor and single actuator placement problem in the complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation over a range of stabilities. Specifically, we investigated
any trade-offs present when searching for the optimal sensor and actuator locations.
The current study has made plain conflicting trade-offs. The sensor needs to be
placed far enough downstream to estimate the most perturbed region of the domain;
and far enough upstream to estimate the remaining domain. This trade-off causes
the optimal sensor location to move downstream as the stability decreases. The ac-
tuator needs to be placed far enough upstream to control the region of the domain
where the external disturbances have the greatest potential for amplification; and
far enough downstream to control the remaining domain. This trade-off causes the
optimal actuator location to move upstream as the stability decreases. When consid-
ering the sensor and actuator placement problem together, both trade-offs will also
interact with each other, resulting in a slight shift in the optimal locations. Despite
these relatively small differences between the optimal locations, we have observed
a consistent trend in which the optimal sensor location moves downstream, and
the optimal actuator location moves upstream with decreasing stability; conversely,
these trade-offs cause a consistent trend in which the sensor moves upstream, and
the actuator moves downstream with increasing time lag in measurement and ac-
tuation. It would be interesting to see if these trends are also observed in other
convection-dominated spatially developing flows, such as jets and wakes. A future
study could consider optimal sensor and actuator placement for control of vortex
shedding over a range of Reynolds numbers.
Chapter 4
Linear estimation of coherent
structures in wall-bounded
turbulence at Reτ = 20001
4.1 Abstract
The estimation problem for a fully-developed turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 2000
is considered. Specifically, a Kalman filter is designed using a Navier-Stokes-based
linear model. The estimator uses time-resolved velocity measurements at a single
wall-normal location (provided by DNS) to estimate the time-resolved velocity field
at other wall-normal locations. The estimator is able to reproduce the largest scales
with reasonable accuracy for a range of wavenumber pairs, measurement locations
and estimation locations. Importantly, the linear model is also able to predict with
reasonable accuracy the performance that will be achieved by the estimator when
applied to DNS. A more practical estimation scheme, which uses the shear stress at
the wall as measurement, is also considered. The estimator is still able to estimate
the largest scales with reasonable accuracy, although the estimator’s performance is
reduced.
1Based on Oehler, S., Garcia-Gutiérrez, A. and Illingworth, S. (2018), ‘Linear estimation of
coherent structures in wall-bounded turbulence at Reτ = 2000’, J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 1001,
012006.
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4.2 Introduction
Linear estimation has been used to successfully detect perturbations and coherent
structures in wall-bounded shear flows at laminar (Joshi et al., 1997; Hœpffner et al.,
2005; Naguib et al., 2010), transitional (McKernan et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2011;
Bagheri and Henningson, 2011), and turbulent (Chevalier et al., 2006; Illingworth
et al., 2018) Reynolds numbers. Estimation is useful for obtaining information about
quantities that cannot be measured directly and can provide feedback in a control
set-up. The design of a linear estimator is a well-understood topic in control theory,
and therefore, the implementation is relatively straightforward. However, a model of
the flow is required. A suitable model for this purpose is the linearized Navier-Stokes
equations.
Previous studies have analyzed the linearized Navier-Stokes equations to un-
derstand the growth and decay of perturbations. The majority of studies have
focused on laminar shear flows by considering the temporal development of small
perturbations about the laminar velocity profile; and the response to external forc-
ing (Farrell and Ioannou, 1993, 1996; Jovanović and Bamieh, 2001; Jovanović and
Bamieh, 2005). Of particular significance was the realization that, even for stable
flows, perturbations can experience significant transient growth before ultimately
decaying (Gustavsson, 1991; Schmid and Henningson, 2012). Linear modeling for
fully-developed turbulent shear flows, although able to claim a relatively long history
(Malkus, 1956; Reynolds and Hussain, 1972), has received less attention. In recent
years, though, there has been a renewed interest in linear models for turbulent shear
flows, motivated by increasing evidence that linear mechanisms play an important
role here as well.
Existing research on linear mechanisms in fully-developed turbulent shear flows
can be divided into two broad camps: those that, following earlier work (Reynolds
and Tiederman, 1967), include an eddy viscosity in the linear operator (del Alamo
and Jiménez, 2006; Pujals et al., 2009; Hwang and Cossu, 2010b,a); and those that
do not (McKeon and Sharma, 2010; McKeon et al., 2013; Moarref et al., 2013, 2014).
This study investigates model-based estimation of channel flow at Reτ = 2000
using a linear, Navier-Stokes-based model (introduced in §2). The estimator uses
time-resolved velocity measurements (or shear-stress measurements) at a single wall-
normal location to estimate the time-resolved velocity field at other wall-normal
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locations. Like many previous studies (Reynolds and Tiederman, 1967; del Alamo
and Jiménez, 2006; Pujals et al., 2009; Hwang and Cossu, 2010a,b) the model includes
an eddy viscosity in the linear operator; but in contrast to them it does not discard
the remaining nonlinear terms, instead absorbing them into an unknown (but non-
zero) forcing term following McKeon and Sharma (2010).
The work is composed of three parts. The first part of the study serves to consol-
idate earlier results (Illingworth et al., 2018) that were obtained for channel flow at
Reτ = 1000. The present study builds on that work in three ways. First, applying
the techniques to a different dataset at a different Reynolds number provides an
important consolidation and confirmation of those earlier results. Second, with ac-
cess to significantly more time-resolved data at Reτ = 2000, we obtain significantly
better convergence in the results. This will be of particular importance when com-
paring the results obtained in DNS with those predicted by the linear model. Third,
with access to all wall-normal locations, we can compare velocity fields not only in
single wall-normal planes (as done in Illingworth et al. (2018)) but also across all
wall-normal heights. This allows us to qualitatively assess the structures that are
estimated by the linear model when it knows only the time-resolved velocity field
at a single wall-normal height. In the second part of the study, we look at making
the measurement scheme more practical. Measuring the velocity in the interior of a
flow is difficult to achieve experimentally. For this reason, wall-mounted shear stress
measurements have been used in a number of previous studies on flow estimation
and flow control (e.g. Joshi et al., 1997; Bewley and Liu, 1998; Hœpffner et al., 2005;
Chevalier et al., 2006; Bagheri and Henningson, 2011; Åkervik et al., 2007; McK-
ernan et al., 2007; Naguib et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2011, 2015). Therefore, in the
second part of the study, we replace the (less practical) velocity measurements used
in the first part with (more practical) wall shear stress measurements. Having looked
at estimator performance at individual wall-normal heights in the first two parts,
the third and final part looks at estimator performance over a range of estimation
and measurement planes (for velocity measurements only). Specifically, we quantify
the estimator performance for all pairs of measurement and estimation locations
over the entire channel half-height. Although less practical (since the sensor could
be anywhere), this is interesting because it shows us what is possible with a single
sensor.
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Linear model
We consider a fully developed turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 2000. Here, Reτ is the
friction Reynolds number defined as uτh/ν, where ν is the kinematic viscosity, h = 1
the channel half height, uτ =
√
τw/ρ the friction velocity, τw the wall shear stress,
and ρ the density. Thus, the spatial variables are normalised by h, wavenumbers
by 1/h, velocities by uτ , time by h/uτ and the pressure p by ρu2τ . The streamwise,
spanwise, and wall-normal spatial coordinates of the flow are represented by [x, y, z]
and velocities by u = [u, v, w]. We assume zero initial conditions and apply no-slip
boundary conditions.
The channel flow dynamics are represented by a linear model for perturbations




, as done in del
Alamo and Jiménez (2006) and Pujals et al. (2009)):
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+ d, u · ∇ = 0,
(4.1)
where νT (z) is the eddy viscosity profile, d = −(u ·∇)u+(u · ∇)u contains all non-
linear terms and (·) represents the time-averaged mean. An analytical approximation
of the eddy viscosity profile, as used in (del Alamo and Jiménez, 2006; Pujals et al.,










)]2 12 + ν2 .
(4.2)
Integrating Reτ (1− z)ν/νT (z) provides the mean velocity profile U(z) at Reτ . The
constants κ = 0.426 and A = 25.4 give the best fit to the mean velocity profile at
Reτ = 2003 (Cess, 1958; Reynolds and Tiederman, 1967; Reynolds and Hussain,
1972).
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4.3.2 Linear state-space model
We require a linear time-invariant state-space model, which allows us to design
and implement a Kalman filter. We begin with the linear model introduced in
§4.3.1, take the Fourier transforms in the homogeneous directions (x and y), and
transform it into the Orr-Sommerfeld Squire form. The wall-normal direction is then
discretised using Chebyshev collocation of order 151 (Weideman and Reddy, 2000).
Convergence has been checked by doubling the number of grid points; this results in
an error of 0.19% when measuring the energy of a randomly excited, uncontrolled
flow. The state-space model at a single wavenumber pair is thus obtained as:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bdd(t), (4.3a)
y(t) = Cyu(t) + n(t), (4.3b)
z(t) = Czu(t), (4.3c)
where x = [ŵ, η̂]T represents the wall-normal velocity and wall-normal vorticity,
u = [û, v̂, ŵ]T the streamwise, spanwise, and wall-normal velocity, y a sensor read-





sents the non-linear effects (see §4.3.1). The boundary conditions are: ŵwall(t) =
ŵ′wall(t) = η̂wall(t) = 0. For the purpose of the linear estimator design, the distur-
bances d and n are treated as unknown forcing that is white in space and time.
It has been shown by Illingworth et al. (2018) that this assumption is realistic in
conjunction with the eddy viscosity model. The sensor noise is chosen to be small
enough (relative to the size of disturbances) that the estimation results are insen-
sitive to it. The state-space model (equation (4.3)) can be expressed as a transfer







See B.1 for a full definition of the state-space model.










Figure 4.1: The combined Plant P(s) and Filter model F(s). The overall
transfer function G(s) describes the input-output relationship of the estimation
problem.
4.3.3 Linear estimator design
The linear time-invariant model, introduced in the previous section, allows us to de-
sign an estimator using common tools from control theory. We begin the estimator
design process by stating the optimal estimation problem: given sensor measure-
ments y, which are contaminated by noise n, estimate a quantity of interest z.
We use the plant model P(s) and the H2-optimal control framework to design the
Kalman filter, which is denoted as F(s) in figure 4.1 (for example, see Seron et al.
(1997)). The filter generates the estimate ẑ(s):
ẑ(s) = F(s)y(s). (4.5)
Combining F(s) with P(s) forms a new transfer function, G(s), as shown in figure
4.1. The estimation task can be summarized as: minimize the estimation error e(s)









Now, the estimation design procedure can now be summarized as: given P(s),
design F(s) such that G(s) is small. Thus, we quantify the size of G(s) via an
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Table 4.1: The Reτ = 2000 channel flow spatial dimension.
Size Spacing Resolved data Smallest wavelength Range
x: 8π ∆kx = 1/4 65 wavenumbers λx ≥ 2πh/8 ≈ 0.785 |kx| ≤ 8
y: 3π ∆ky = 2/3 33 wavenumbers λy ≥ 6πh/64 ≈ 0.295 0 ≤ ky ≤ 64/3
Table 4.2: The Reτ = 2000 channel flow temporal dimension used for estimation.
Reτ ∆t tmax Uc Uc∆t tmaxUc/(8π)
2000 0.0111 12.72 24.37 0.272 12.33
where σi are the singular values of G at frequency ω. The singular values represent
a transfer function’s gain when there are multiple inputs and multiple outputs, and
hence the H2-norm can be considered as an average gain over all frequencies and all
directions.
4.3.4 DNS dataset
We require two sets of time-resolved DNS data: first, the velocity or shear stress
fields in the measurement plane(s) to provide the input for the estimator, and second
the velocity field in the estimation plane(s) to compare the estimates with the truth.
These data sets are provided by the Polytechnic University of Madrid (UPM). They
were generated by direct numerical simulations (DNS) performed for a channel flow
at Reτ = 2000. The streamwise and spanwise directions are discretized by Fourier
expansion, and the wall-normal direction is discretized using a compact difference
scheme of 7th order. See table 4.1 for the details on the spatial dimensions and
wavenumbers considered. Only positive spanwise wavenumbers (ky) are considered,
because the data is real-valued in physical space, and therefore, the coefficients
for modes (+kx,+ky) are the same as those for (+kx,−ky) (Hoyas and Jiménez,
2006). The largest temporal frequency is approximated using Taylor’s hypothesis
as: ωmax = max(|kx|)Uc = 195, where Uc is the velocity at the channel center,
and max(|kx|) the largest streamwise wavenumber considered in this study. We,
therefore, have 2π/(ωmax∆t) = 3 samples per period for the highest frequency,
which fulfills the Nyquist criterion. Refer to table 4.2 for the temporal dimensions.
Full details of the DNS dataset can be found in (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2006; Encinar
et al., 2018).
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4.3.5 Estimator performance
The filter uses the sensor measurements y(t) from the DNS data set at a chosen wall-
normal height and provides estimates ẑ(t) at different wall-normal heights by simu-
lating the filter in time. The error e(t) = z(t)−ẑ(t) is then formed by comparing the
true flow fields z(t) at the estimated wall-normal heights with their estimates ẑ(t).
The 2-norm quantifies the performance, which is obtained by integrating the error in
time: ‖e‖2 = [
∫ tmax
0 e








We can also generate performance predictions γpred of the filter by taking ‖G‖2
(equation (4.7)) and normalising it with ‖P‖2. This is equivalent to taking sensor
readings y(t) from the linear model itself, obtain estimates ẑ(t) with the filter, and
then subtract the estimates from z(t).
4.4 Results
We now provide the linear estimator (described in §4.3.3) with time-resolved DNS
data at a single wall-normal height and use it to estimate the time-resolved velocity
at other wall-normal heights. In practice, this means forming an estimator for each
of the 33× 65 = 2145 wavenumber pairs of interest (see table 4.1).
4.4.1 Estimation in Physical space
We begin by looking at the estimator performance in physical space by comparing
the estimate of the streamwise velocity with the true field from DNS. The filter
is supplied with all three velocity components at a single wall height of z = 0.2
(z+ = 400). Figure 4.2 compares the estimated streamwise velocity with the true
field at z = 0.1 (z+ = 200) at a single instant in time (parts (a) and (b)); and
as a function of time for a single point in the plane (part (c)). Figure 4.3 repeats
the analysis of figure 4.2, this time for a wall height of z = 0.3 (z+ = 600). In
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Figure 4.2: Estimation of the streamwise velocity perturbation at z = 0.1
(z+ = 200) using the linear filter: (a) DNS data; and (b) linear estimate us-
ing measurements of all three velocity components at z = 0.2 (z+ = 400); (c)
time history at x = 3π/2, y = 3π/4 (,©) for the DNS data (—) and for the
linear estimate (−−). Sixty-five contour levels are shown from u = −5.5 (red) to
u = +5.5 (blue).
both figures, we see good agreement between the model-based estimate and the true
velocity field.
To show how estimation performance varies with wall-normal distance in physical
space, we have also included the streamwise velocity perturbations at y = 3π/4 in
figure 4.4 and at x = 3π/2 in figure 4.5. Good agreement is seen between the model-
based estimate and the true velocity field, but it reduces with distance from the sen-
sor. The average magnitude of the streamwise velocity component is over-predicted
when estimating near the wall. Similarly, it is under-predicted when estimating near
the channel centre.
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Figure 4.3: Estimation of the streamwise velocity perturbation at z = 0.3
(z+ = 600) using the linear filter: (a) DNS data; and (b) linear estimate us-
ing measurements of all three velocity components at z = 0.2 (z+ = 400); (c)
time history at x = 3π/2, y = 3π/4 (×,+) for the DNS data (—) and for the
linear estimate (−−). Sixty-five contour levels are shown from u = −5.5 (red) to
u = +5.5 (blue).
4.4.2 Estimation in wavenumber space
We now provide a more quantitative assessment of the estimator by examining its
performance across all wavenumber pairs of interest (see table 4.1). As in § 4.4.1,
the estimator receives all three velocity components at z = 0.2 and uses them to
estimate all three velocity components at z = 0.1 and z = 0.3.
Figure 4.6(a) plots γ as a function of the streamwise (kx) and spanwise (ky)
wavenumber. In order to achieve better convergence, we calculate γ in each of the
two halves of the channel and average over the two. The color scale is chosen to
cover the range [0, 0.7] to focus on the region over which the estimator performs
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Figure 4.4: Estimation of the streamwise velocity perturbation at y = 3π/4
(y+ = 4712) using the linear filter: (a) DNS data; and (b) linear estimate using
measurements of all three velocity components at z = 0.2 (z+ = 400). Sixty-five
contour levels are shown from u = −5.5 (blue) to u = +5.5 (red).
Figure 4.5: Estimation of the streamwise velocity perturbation at x = 3π/2
(y+ = 9425) using the linear filter: (a) DNS data; and (b) linear estimate using
measurements of all three velocity components at z = 0.2 (z+ = 400). Sixty-five
contour levels are shown from u = −5.5 (blue) to u = +5.5 (red).
well. (The maximum value of γ across all wavenumber pairs is 0.94.) We see that
the estimator performs best for wavenumbers satisfying approximately ‖kx‖ ≤ 2 and
ky ≤ 10.
By assuming that the unknown disturbances d are stochastic forces that are
white in space and white in time, we can also calculate the predicted estimator
performance, which we label γpred. For this predicted estimator performance, the
filter is designed for the linear model, but also applied to the linear model, and thus
the DNS data is not needed at all. The predicted estimator performance γpred is
shown in figure 4.6(b), from which we see good agreement with the performance
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Figure 4.6: (a) Normalized estimation error γ as a function of (kx, ky) and (b) the
prediction of the estimation error γpred. The estimator receives all three velocity
components at z = 0.2 and uses them to estimate all three velocity components
at z = 0.1 and z = 0.3. The same color scale γ ∈ [0, 0.7] is used for both plots.










Figure 4.7: (a) Normalized estimation error γ as a function of (kx, ky) and (b)
the prediction of the estimation error γpred. The estimator receives the stream-
wise shear stress component at the wall and uses it to estimate all three velocity
components at z = 0.1 and z = 0.3. The same color scale γ ∈ [0, 0.7] is used for
both plots.
that is achieved in DNS. This is an encouraging result because it suggests that the
physics of the largest scales are well-captured by the linear model.
4.4.3 Shear stress measurements
Velocity measurements inside the flow might not be available in an experimental
set-up. Therefore, we now consider the performance of the estimator when its input
is instead the streamwise wall shear stress τx (see B.1).
Figure 4.7 is a repeat of figure 4.6 for streamwise wall shear stress measurements.
(The quantity estimated still represents all three velocity components at z = 0.1
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Figure 4.8: Normalized estimation error γ (−−) and its prediction γpred(—):
(a) as a function of ky averaged over all kx ≤ |0.5|; and (b) as a function of kx
averaged over all 4 ≤ ky ≤ 8. The set-up is the same as in figure 4.6 for the black
results and in figure 4.7 for blue results. The DNS results have been averaged
across the two halves of the channel.
and z = 0.3.) It is clear from figure 4.7 that the estimator performance is reduced
significantly relative to figure 4.6 (i.e. relative to velocity measurements at z = 0.2).
To better compare results for these two measurement types, we now plot γ and
its prediction γpred over a range of spanwise wavenumbers ky for all |kx| ≤ 0.5. This
comparison is shown in figure 4.8(a). The predicted performance, γpred, achieves
its minimum for 1.4 < ky < 2.1, which is consistent with the results of Illingworth
et al. (2018). This corresponds well with the range of ky over which the potential
for transient growth is greatest (Pujals et al., 2009); and over which the largest
amplification is seen for both stochastic and harmonic forcing (Hwang and Cossu,
2010a). It appears, however, that the best performance (i.e. smallest γ) achieved by
the estimator in DNS occurs at a slightly higher spanwise wavenumber of ky ≈ 3.33.
In a similar way, in figure 4.8(b) we plot γ and γpred—this time as a function of the
streamwise wavenumber kx—for all ky satisfying 4 ≤ ky ≤ 8 (again, averaged across
these ky to improve convergence). We see that, for both measurement types, the
predicted performance agrees well with the performance actually achieved in DNS.
For shear stress measurements, however, we do observe more significant differences
between the predicted and true performance (up to 22% for the smallest values of
|kx|).
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Figure 4.9: Normalized estimation error γ for the two halves of the channel
(−−, · · · ) and its prediction γpred (—) as a function of wall normal estimation
location z averaged over all kx ≤ |0.5|. This is plotted for (a) ky = 2; (b) ky = 4;
(c) ky = 6; (d) ky = 8. The estimator measures either three velocity components
(black) or the streamwise wall shear stress (blue).
4.4.4 Variation of estimation performance with wall-normal
height
So far, we have looked at the estimator performance when the measurement location
is fixed (at z = 0.2 or the wall) and when estimation is performed at z = 0.1 and
z = 0.3. It is now interesting to investigate the estimator performance as these
measurement and estimation locations are varied. To make the parameter space
under consideration manageable, we will do this only for streamwise wavenumbers
satisfying |kx| ≤ 0.5; and for four individual spanwise wavenumbers: ky = 2, 4, 6
and 8.
We begin by fixing the measurement location at z = 0.2 as before, and plotting
the variation of the estimator performance as the location of the (single) estimation
plane is varied. This is shown in figure 4.9. We also show results when the mea-
surement is instead the streamwise shear stress at the wall. The results are shown
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Figure 4.10: Normalized estimation error γ (top row) and its prediction γpred
(bottom row) as function of the wall-normal measurement location zm and the
wall-normal estimation location ze. This is plotted for (a,e) ky = 2; (b,f) ky = 4;
(c,g) ky = 6; (d,h) ky = 8. All results are averaged over all kx ≤ |0.5| and the two
channel halves.
separately for the top half and bottom half of the channel to give some indication
of the convergence of the results. We can make a number of observations that apply
to all four spanwise wavenumbers: i) the best performance (obviously) occurs at
the sensor location and decreases as we move away from it; ii) the worst perfor-
mance occurs at the channel centre; iii) within the proximity of the measurement
location, the true performance (γ) is always better than the predicted performance
(γpred); and (iv) a local maximum of γ occurs in the logarithmic region at approx-
imately z = 0.025 or z+ = 50. An extra observation can be made for the ky = 2
and ky = 4 cases: (v) a local minimum of γ occurs in the buffer layer at approx-
imately z = 0.0075 or z+ = 15. This could be due to the wall signature of the
(relatively large) eddies that are measured at certain measurement locations (Hoyas
and Jiménez, 2006; Hutchins and Marusic, 2007a).
Having fixed the measurement location for the velocity sensor at a single plane,
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we can now also vary it by adding a third dimension. This is shown in figure 4.10,
where the estimator performance γ is plotted as a function of both the measure-
ment location zm and the estimation location ze. As one would expect, the best
performance is achieved when the measurement and estimation locations coincide,
i.e. when ze = zm. It is interesting that, for estimation locations in the vicinity
of a given measurement location, the true estimator performance (γ) is in general
smaller (i.e. better) than that predicted by the linear model (γpred).
4.5 Discussion
We now give some broader discussion on the results obtained for the two measure-
ment types considered (i.e. velocity measurements and wall shear stress measure-
ments).
Using velocity measurements at a single wall-normal location, we are able to es-
timate the flow at other wall-normal locations with reasonable accuracy, as demon-
strated in figures 4.2 - 4.6. This is consistent with the results observed in an earlier
study by Illingworth et al. (2018) at Reτ = 1000. The present study at Reτ = 2000,
however, benefits from the availability of significantly more time-resolved DNS data
at more wall heights. We see significantly improved convergence in the normalized
estimation error (γ) in figure 4.6. Importantly, the linear model (equation (4.1))
not only achieves good estimation performance but is also able to predict the range
of wavenumber pairs (figures 4.6 and 4.8) and the range of wall heights (figures 4.9
and 4.10) over which the estimator should perform well. In this respect, the results
in figure 4.6—which perhaps benefit most from the improved convergence described
above—are particularly encouraging. Together, these results suggest that, for the
largest scales considered, linear mechanisms are important, and that they are well-
represented by the linear model.
By measuring instead the wall shear stress, it is still possible to achieve reasonable
estimation performance for the largest scales. However, it is clear in figures 4.6
and 4.7 that the estimator is significantly less successful than its velocity-based
counterpart. This finding is consistent with studies carried out for laminar profiles
(Bewley and Liu, 1998; Hœpffner et al., 2005): the leading eigenvector of the linear
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system includes several centred modes, with little support near the wall. (The
modeshapes are only weak functions of Reynolds number.)
We also observe in figure 4.8 that the agreement between the true estimator
performance (γ) and its prediction (γpred) is not as good as that seen for velocity
measurements. This is an interesting observation, the cause of which is still under
investigation. One possibility is that, for wall-based measurements, the assumption
on d in equation (4.1) of delta-correlated forcing (in space and in time) is less
appropriate—in other words, that second-order statistics become more important.
Zare et al. (2017) have recently considered colored forcing in the linearized Navier
Stokes equation to reproduce second-order dynamics. It would be interesting to see if
this modified linear model is able to improve i) the estimator performance and ii) the
agreement between the estimator performance (γ) and its prediction (γpred)—both
for velocity measurements and for wall shear stress measurements.
4.6 Conclusions of chapter
A linear Navier–Stokes-based model has been used to design a Kalman filter for a
fully-developed turbulent channel flow. The Kalman filter is able to estimate the
largest scales with reasonable accuracy at Reτ = 2000. The results build on earlier
work (Illingworth et al., 2018) that was performed at Reτ = 1000, and for which
significantly less time-resolved data at significantly fewer wall-normal locations were
available. Using velocity measurements as input, the estimator is able to estimate the
largest scales with reasonable accuracy for a range of wavenumber pairs, measure-
ment planes, and estimation planes. Furthermore there is good agreement between
the performance predicted by the model and the performance actually achieved in
DNS. Using wall shear stress measurements as input, the estimator is still able to
estimate the largest scales with reasonable accuracy, although the estimator’s perfor-
mance is significantly reduced relative to the velocity-based estimator. The results
warrant further research on the linear model and its applications.
Chapter 5
Sensor and actuator placement in
wall-bounded turbulence at Reτ =
20001
5.1 Abstract
We study the estimation and control problems for a fully-developed turbulent chan-
nel flow at Reτ = 2000 with a focus on the largest scales ([kx ≤ |0.5|, ky ≤ |6|]). We
anticipate that these scales will be the easiest to estimate and control. A Navier-
Stokes-based linear model (which includes an eddy viscosity in the linear operator)
is employed to design estimators and feedback controllers. We determine where
sensors and actuators are most effective in two ways: first, by placing them some
distance off the wall; and second, by placing them at the wall. The work is in
three parts. First, we consider the optimal estimation problem in which a Kalman
filter uses time-resolved measurements at a single wall-normal location (provided
by DNS) to estimate the time-resolved streamwise velocity perturbations at other
wall-normal locations. The estimator reproduces the velocity perturbations with
reasonable accuracy for a range of measurement and estimation locations; the linear
model is also able to predict with reasonable accuracy the performance that will be
1Based on Oehler, S. F., and Illingworth, S. J. (2018), ’Linear estimation and control of coherent
structures in wall-bounded turbulence at Reτ = 2000’, in ‘21st Australasian Fluid Mechanics
Conference’, AFMS.
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achieved by the estimator. Second, we consider the linear full information control
problem in which the entire flow field is known; but actuation is at only a single
wall-normal location. The linear model predicts that control is effective in reducing
the streamwise velocity perturbations throughout the channel for a wide range of
actuator locations. Third, we consider the linear input-output control problem with
time-resolved measurements at only a single wall-normal location; and actuation at
only a single wall-normal location.
5.2 Introduction
We consider a statistically steady incompressible turbulent channel flow at a friction
Reynolds number Reτ = uτh/ν = 2000, where ν is the kinematic viscosity, h the
channel half-height, uτ =
√
τw/ρ the friction velocity, τw the wall shear stress, and ρ
the density. Streamwise, spanwise, and wall-normal spatial coordinates are denoted
by [x, y, z] and the corresponding velocities by u = [u, v, w]. We assume zero initial
conditions and apply no-slip boundary conditions. Spatial variables are normalised
by h, wavenumbers by 1/h, velocities by the friction velocity uτ , time by h/uτ and
pressure p by ρu2τ . This non-dimensionalisation sets the channel half-height to h = 1
so that z ∈ [0, 2h].
Our focus is on estimating and controlling the largest structures. A linear Navier-
Stokes-based model is used to design estimators and controllers which employ sensors
and actuators. It is interesting to consider if we should choose off-wall placements
over more traditional at-wall placements for potential performance gains. There-
fore, a particular focus of this work is a comparison between off-wall and at-wall
sensors and between off-wall and at-wall actuators. For simplicity, we focus on esti-
mation and control set-ups which employ either a single-plane sensor, a single-plane
actuator, or both.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: §5.2 introduces the linear model (LM)
and DNS data employed; §5.3 considers the optimal estimation (OE) problem, §5.4
the full information control (FIC) problem and §5.5 the input-output (IOC) control
problem. (A summary of the three problems is given in figure 5.1). We finish with
a discussion in §5.6 and conclusions in §5.7.
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Figure 5.1: The OE, FIC, and IOC problems.
5.2.1 The direct numerical simulation (DNS) dataset2
We employ a direct numerical simulation (DNS) dataset provided by the Polytechnic
University of Madrid (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2006; Encinar et al., 2018). The homo-
geneous streamwise and spanwise directions (extending 8π × 3π) are discretised
by Fourier expansion (with a streamwise resolution of ∆kx = 1/4 and a spanwise
resolution of ∆ky = 2/3), and the wall-normal direction is discretised using a com-
pact difference scheme of 7th order. The data is real-valued in physical space, and
therefore, the coefficients for modes (kx,+ky) are the same as those for (kx,−ky).
We consider data for every δt = 0.0111 terminated at tmax = 12.7. A total of
tmaxUc/(8π) = 12.3 channel flow-throughs ensures that any transients in the esti-
mators and controllers are negligible (where Uc is the mean velocity at the channel
2This section is similar to §4.3.4 and §4.3.5.
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centre). The largest temporal frequency is approximated using Taylor’s hypothe-
sis: ωmax = max(|kx|)Uc = 12.2, where Uc is the velocity at the channel centre,
and max(|kx|) the largest streamwise wavenumber considered. Therefore, we have
2π/(ωmax∆t) = 46.5 samples per period for the highest frequency, which fulfils the
Nyquist criterion.
To quantify the energy of the DNS data employed, we compute the 2−norm by


















which is the 2−norm at individual wall heights. All DNS based results are averaged
for the top and bottom half of the channel.
5.2.2 The linear model (LM)3
Taking the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations we form a linear operator for the
perturbations u = [u, v, w] about the turbulent mean flow U = [U(z), 0, 0], where
the non-linear term d = −(u · ∇)u + (u · ∇)u is treated as unknown forcing, (·)
represents the time-averaged mean and an eddy viscosity νT (z) is introduced to
model the effect of the incoherent motions (Reynolds and Hussain, 1972; del Alamo
and Jiménez, 2006; Pujals et al., 2009):
∂u
∂t






+ d, ∇ · u = 0.
(5.3)
An analytical fit is used (Cess, 1958) for the eddy viscosity profile νT as in
previous studies (Pujals et al., 2009; del Alamo and Jiménez, 2006; Moarref and
3This section is similar to §4.3.1 and §4.3.2.
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Integrating Reτ (1− z)ν/νT (z) provides the mean velocity profile U(z) at Reτ . The
constants κ = 0.426 and A = 25.4 give the best fit to the mean velocity profile at
Reτ = 2003 (del Alamo and Jiménez, 2006).
We take Fourier transforms in the homogeneous directions (x and y) to express
the flow in Orr-Sommerfeld Squire form and then discretise in the wall-normal direc-
tion using Chebyshev collocation. Convergence has been checked for all set-ups by
doubling the number of grid points; it was shown that the H2-norm has converged
towards a finite value. Finally, we express the Orr-Sommerfeld Squire equations as
a state-space model:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bdd(t), (5.5a)
u(t) = Cq(t), (5.5b)
where x = [ŵ, η̂]T represents the states of the system (wall-normal velocity and




is a forcing term representing all non-
linearities and u = [û, v̂, ŵ] the velocities. (ˆ) denotes signals in Fourier space. We
generate velocity perturbations by randomly forcing the flow. To do so, we treat
d as stochastic forces which are white in space and time. We set Bd = M−1/2B
to achieve grid-independence, where M is an integration matrix corresponding to
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where LOS and LSQ are the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire operators when the viscosity
profile νT varies along the wall-normal direction (Betchov and Criminale, 1966):





LSQ = −ikxU + νT∆ + ν ′TD, (5.7b)
D = ∂
∂z
, ()′ = ∂
∂z
(), k2 = k2x + k2y, and ∆ = D2 − k2. The boundary conditions are:
ŵwall(t) = ŵ′wall(t) = η̂wall(t) = 0.
For the remainder of this chapter, we set C in equation 5.6c such that the output
is the streamwise velocity at all wall-normal locations between 0 ≤ z ≤ h.
To quantify the energy of the stochastically-forced linear model, we compute the






and at individual wall heights:
‖u(z)‖2 = diag (C∗XC) , (5.9)
where X is found by solving a Lyapunov equation, AX + XA∗ = −BB∗ (Jovanović
and Bamieh, 2005).
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5.3 The optimal estimation problem
In this section, we employ measurements at a single wall-normal location to esti-
mate the streamwise velocity field u at other wall-normal locations. (We consider
LM-based and DNS-based measurements.) Specifically, we want to compare the
performance between two different set-ups. The first set-up employs off-wall sensors
which measure streamwise us, spanwise vs, or wall-normal ws velocity. Measuring
all three velocity components might not be feasible. Thus, we will determine which
velocity component and wall-normal location provide the best estimation perfor-
mance. The second set-up considers at-wall sensors that measure streamwise (τx) or
spanwise (τy) wall shear stress. As before, we determine the measurement quantity
that provides the best estimation performance.
This section is in four parts: (i) we introduce the optimal estimation (OE) prob-
lem, (ii) we find the best sensor location and measurement type for linear estimation,
(iii) we compare the estimation performance for off-wall measurements with that for
at-wall measurements in physical space, and (iv) we look at the estimation perfor-
mance at individual wall heights.
5.3.1 Estimator design4
Given a measurement y at a single wall-normal location zs (which is contaminated
by noise n) the task in the optimal estimation (OE) problem is to estimate the
entire flow field u. Therefore we know the flow at only one location but want to
know it everywhere. The estimate ue is generated using a linear estimator designed
to minimise the estimation error e = u−ũ. The normalised H2-norm γOE quantifies
the estimation performance. Refer to Appendix C.2 for a description of y and to
Oehler and Illingworth (2018a) and Chapter 3 for more information on the design
of the estimator.
We generate γOE for each measurement quantity ([us, vs, ws, τx, τy]), where γOE





4This section is similar to §4.3.3.
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Therefore, γOE represents the normalised estimation performance for all wavenum-
bers considered. Results generated from LM-based measurements are denoted as
LM-OE and results generated from DNS-based measurements as DNS-OE.
We are interested in determining the optimal measurement location (zs) for off-
wall measurements. For LM-OE, the iterative gradient minimisation algorithm de-
veloped by Chen and Rowley (2011) is used (this was also employed in chapter 3
for the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation). For DNS-OE, we introduce a modified
version of the iterative gradient minimisation algorithm, which is applicable to DNS
data. The gradient formulation is:
∂γOE
∂zs
= γOE(zs + δzs)− γOE(zs)
δzs
, (5.11)
where δzs represents a relatively small perturbation of zs. The terms γOE(zs + δzs)
and γOE(zs) are obtained from time responses of the estimator system subject to
measurements from DNS.
5.3.2 The best measurement type and location
We want to compare the best off-wall sensor performance to the best at-wall sensor
performance. To do so, we have to first find the optimal measurement location
zs−opt for the off-wall sensor. The estimation error norm γOE is shown as a function
of sensor location zs in figure 5.2 for all three measurement types: us, vs and ws. The
discrepancy between the results of DNS-OE and LM-OE is up to 30%. Measuring
the streamwise velocity us provides the best linear estimates for all sensor locations.
The optimal sensor location for LM-OE is zs−opt = 0.324, for which γOE = 0.363,
and for DNS-OE is zs−opt = 0.324, for which γOE = 0.491.
We now repeat the analysis for wall-based sensing. The best at-wall measurement
is provided by measuring τx: γOE = 0.564 for LM-OE and γOE = 0.649 for DNS-OE.
These results are 55% (LM) and 24% (DNS) worse than the off-wall measurements.
Therefore, measurements of us provide the overall best estimation performance.
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Figure 5.2: (a) The estimation error norm γOE as a function of sensor location
zs for DNS-based measurements of us(---), vs(---) and ws(· · ·) and its prediction
as a function of sensor location zs for LM-based measurements of us(---),
vs(---) and ws(· · ·). Optimal locations are indicated (×,©,4,×,©,4).
5.3.3 Snapshots from physical space
To get a qualitative understanding of the estimation performance, we now look at
physical domain plots of the streamwise velocity perturbations in two-dimensional
planes (z − y at x = 1.5π) at an instant in time (t = 0.5). Figure 5.3(a) shows the
reference DNS data, figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) the estimates obtained for the optimal
off-wall and at-wall sensor set-ups and figure 5.3(d) the streamwise velocity as a
function of time at a point equidistant to the off-wall and the at-wall placement.
As we might expect, the estimates are best in the vicinity of the measurements.
The magnitude of the velocity fluctuations is over-predicted in the proximity of the
wall but under-predicted closer to the channel centre.
5.3.4 Estimation performance as a function of wall-height
We are also interested in the estimation performance at individual wall heights to
see the dependence of the estimates on the wall-normal location. For that reason, we
introduce the root-mean-square (RMS) value ε(z) (Appendix A.4), which is defined
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Figure 5.3: Streamwise velocity perturbations at x = 3π/2: (a) for the DNS ref-
erence data; (b) the estimate using off-wall measurements at zs−opt = 0.324(· · · );
and (c) the estimate using at-wall measurements. (d) The time history at y = 3π/4
and z = 0.16 (©,,4) for the DNS reference (—), the off-wall measurements
(−−), and the at-wall measurements (· · · ). Sixty-five contour levels are shown






Figure 5.4 shows εOE as a function of the estimation location z for both DNS-OE
and LM-OE. (We choose the best off-wall and at-wall measurement.) We see two
things. First, εOE is slightly larger for DNS-OE than LM-OE everywhere except
in the vicinity of its measurement planes. Nevertheless, there is good agreement
between DNS-OE and LM-OE. Second, the RMS for DNS-OE matches with the
physical domain plots: the estimation performance is best in the vicinity of the
sensor location, and it degrades with distance from it.
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Figure 5.4: The estimation error norm εOE as a function of wall height z: for
the best off-wall measurement us at zs−opt = 0.324(---) and at-wall measurement
τx(---) (DNS-OE); for the best off-wall measurement us at zs−opt = 0.259(---)
and at-wall measurement τx (---) (LM-OE).
5.3.5 Estimation at various Reynolds numbers
So far, we have only considered estimation at Reτ = 2000. Now, we look at es-
timation results for different Reτ . To do so, we repeat figure 5.2 by showing the
estimation error norm γOE as a function of sensor location zs for LM-based mea-
surements of us at Reτ ∈ [500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000, 20000] in figure 5.5. The
optimal sensor location shifts towards the channel centre up to Reτ = 2000; and fur-
ther increases in Reynolds number shift it back towards the wall. At the same time,
the estimation performance marginally improves with increasing Reynolds number.
Overall, the results are quite insensitive to Reynolds number across the range we
have considered.
5.4 The full information control problem
Having looked at sensor selection for OE, it is now interesting to look at actuator
selection for full information control (FIC): if we know the entire flow field (i.e.
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Figure 5.5: The norm γOE as a function of sensor location zs (employing LM-
based streamwise measurements us). Results are shown for
Reτ = [500(- ·-), 1000(---), 2000(---), 5000(- ·-), 10000(---), 20000(---)]. The
optimal sensor locations zs−opt are indicated (×).
perfect measurements everywhere) but actuate in only one location, what control
performance can be achieved? We initially study the FIC problem, because it elimi-
nates the challenges of measurements, and therefore, provides a benchmark for single
actuator control. Currently, it is computationally too expensive to run DNS-based
control studies for the turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 2000, which is why we
consider LM-based predicted results only.
Similar to the estimation study, we want to compare an off-wall single actuator
control set-up with an at-wall set-up. The off-wall actuation we consider is a body
force applied in either the streamwise fx, spanwise fy or wall-normal fz direction,
and its control performance will depend on its placement location. The wall-based
actuation is implemented by applying a Dirichlet boundary condition in the wall-
normal direction ŵwall, which simulates unsteady blowing and suction with zero net
mass flux (Bewley and Liu, 1998).
This section is in three parts: (i) we introduce the full information control (FIC)
problem, (ii) we find the best forcing type and location for actuation, and (iii) we
compare the control-performance (in physical space) for off-wall actuators to that
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for at-wall actuators.
5.4.1 Controller design
Given knowledge of the entire flow field uFI , the task in the full information control
(FIC) problem is to control the flow field uFI using actuation at a single wall-normal
plane za (uFI is the flow field subject to FIC). Therefore we know everything about
the flow but can only force it at one location. The actuation force f is generated
by a controller designed to minimise the energy of uFI while also penalising large
magnitudes of f . The normalised H2-norm γFI quantifies the FIC performance. For
more information on the controller design, refer to (Oehler and Illingworth, 2018a)
and Chapter 3.
We generate γFI for each forcing direction ([fx, fy, fz, wwall], where γFI is defined





Refer to Appendix C.2 for the implementation of each forcing type.
As for OE, we utilise the iterative gradient minimisation algorithm of Chen and
Rowley (2011) (which was also employed in chapter 3) to optimise the actuator
location (za) for off-wall actuation in LM-FIC.
5.4.2 The best actuation type and location
We begin by looking for the best off-wall actuation location za−opt. The control norm
γFI is shown as a function of actuator location za in figure 5.6 for all three forcing
types (streamwise fx, spanwise fy, and wall-normal fz). Applying a body force in
the wall-normal direction fz provides the best control performance for most actuator
locations. The optimal actuator location is za−opt = 0.325, for which γFI = 0.348.
Forcing fy near the wall provides marginally better performance than fz while forcing
fx is always worse than fz. The at-wall control norm for blowing and suction is:
γFI = 0.387. Therefore, forcing in the wall-normal direction fz provides the overall
best control performance.
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Figure 5.6: The energy norm γFI as a function of actuator location za with
forcing fx(---), fy(---) and fz(· · ·). Optimal locations for each forcing type are
also indicated ([×,©,4]).
5.4.3 Snapshots from physical space
We now look at spatial domain plots of the streamwise velocity perturbations in
two-dimensional planes (z − y at x = 1.5π) at an instant in time (t = 0.5) to get
a qualitative look at the control performance. (The results appear noisy due to
the constant application of random disturbances everywhere.) Figure 5.7(a) shows
the velocity perturbations of the reference LM data, figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(c) the
controlled flow fields for off-wall and at-wall FIC. We can see that the off-wall place-
ment performs better than the at-wall placement and that the process of suction
and blowing introduces additional velocity perturbations at the wall.
We also consider the streamwise velocity perturbations as a function of time at
a point equidistant to the off-wall and at-wall placement in 5.7(d). It shows that
the actuators reduce the perturbations significantly at that location for all t.
5.4.4 Control at various Reynolds numbers
Having looked at estimation results for different Reτ , we now do so for control. For
this, we repeat figure 5.6 by showing γFI as a function of actuator location za with
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Figure 5.7: Streamwise velocity perturbation at x = 3π/2: (a) uncontrolled
reference; (b) off-wall FIC (za = 0.325); (c) at-wall FIC; and (d) the time history
at y = 3π/4 and z = 0.16 for the reference (—), off-wall FIC (−−) and at-wall
FIC (· · · ). Sixty-five contour levels are shown from −|u|max (red) to |u|max (blue).
wall-normal forcing fz at Reτ ∈ [500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000, 20000] in figure 5.8.
We observe that, just as for estimation in figure 5.5, the optimal actuator location is
closest to the channel centre at Reτ = 2000 and that control performance marginally
improves at higher Reτ . Overall, the results are quite insensitive to Reynolds number
across the range we have considered.
5.5 The input-output control problem
Having looked at sensor selection for estimation and actuator selection for control,
we are now interested in the combined input-output control (IOC) problem, where,
instead of giving the controller knowledge of the entire flow, time-resolved measure-
ments at only a single wall-normal location are available.
This section is in three parts: (i) we introduce the input-output control (IOC)
problem, (ii) we find the best off-wall sensor and actuator location, and (iii) we
compare the IOC performance with OE and FIC.
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Figure 5.8: The norm γFI as a function of actuator location za (employing
wall-normal forcing fz). Results are shown for
Reτ = [500(- ·-), 1000(---), 2000(---), 5000(- ·-), 10000(---), 20000(---)]. The
optimal actuator locations za−opt are indicated (×).
5.5.1 Controller design
Given a measurement y at a single wall-normal location zs (which is contaminated
by noise n), the task in the input-output control (IOC) problem is to control the flow
field uIO using actuation at a single wall-normal plane za. The actuation force f is
generated by a controller designed to minimise the energy of uIO while penalising
large magnitudes of f . Therefore we know the flow at only one location and can
force it at only one location. The normalised H2-norm γIO quantifies the control
performance, which is defined in the same way as γFI (equation 5.13). For more
information on the controller design, refer to (Oehler and Illingworth, 2018a) and
Chapter 3.
The optimal off-wall placement problem now becomes two dimensional, with
both sensor and actuator to be placed simultaneously. We apply a wall-normal
body force fz and measure streamwise velocity us because they have provided the
best performance in chapters 5.3 and 5.4. As for OE and FIC, we utilise the iterative
gradient minimisation algorithm by Chen and Rowley (2011) to optimise zs and za
for off-wall measurements in LM-IOC.
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Figure 5.9: The energy norm γIO as a function of sensor zs and actuator za
location. The smallest contour is at 0.4 and contours increase in 0.025 steps. The
optimal sensor and actuator locations are also indicated (×).
5.5.2 The best single sensor and single actuator set-up
We display the control performance norm γIO for a range of sensor zs and actuator
za locations in figure 5.9. The best performance of γIO = 0.387 is achieved at
zs−opt = 0.259 and za−opt = 0.328. These optimal locations do not coincide with OE
and FIC, which is explained in section 3.6.4. For comparison, the best performance
for at-wall sensing (τx) and at-wall actuating (blowing and suction) is γIO = 0.620.
Thus measuring and actuating away from the wall gives better performance than
measuring and actuating at the wall.
5.5.3 Control performance as a function of wall-height
To compare IOC with FIC and LM-OE, we show the estimation and control per-
formance throughout the channel,εIO, εFI , and εOE, as a function of the estimation
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Figure 5.10: The energy norms [εIO(---), εFI(---), εOE(· · ·)] as a function of
wall height z for the optimal off-wall placements.
location z in figure 5.10. The norms εIO and εFI quantify the energy of the remain-
ing velocity fluctuations that we could not remove with control, while εOE shows the
energy of the velocity fluctuations that we could not estimate (i.e. the estimation
error). As a consequence, the interpretation of the three terms is similar. We see
that IOC and OE achieve the best perturbation reduction at the sensor location
(z = 0.259) and FIC achieves the best perturbation reduction at z = 0.239.
5.6 Discussion
Table 5.1 provides a summary of the placement results for DNS-OE, LM-OE, FIC
and IOC. For all set-ups, the best off-wall placement yields better performance than
the best at-wall placement. The differences between the off-wall and at-wall place-
ment performances vary between 10% and 38%. Nevertheless, in an experimental
set-up, at-wall sensors and actuators do not interfere with the flow and might be
more straightforward to implement. At-wall placements might also be preferable if
we are interested in only estimating and controlling structures close to the wall.
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Type Problem γ (off-wall) xs−opt xa−opt γ (at-wall) difference
DNS OE 0.491 0.324 0.649 24.4 %
LM OE 0.363 0.259 0.564 35.6 %
LM FIC 0.348 0.325 0.387 10.1 %
LM IOC 0.387 0.259 0.328 0.620 37.6 %
Table 5.1: Summary of the results showing the best performance achieved for
estimation and control.
In figure 5.4, the estimation error εOE for DNS degrades more rapidly with dis-
tance from the sensor location than its LM-based prediction, which results in a per-
formance difference of 26% for off-wall placements and 13% for at-wall placements.
Nevertheless, the linear model can predict the proximity where estimation performs
best, and that streamwise velocity measurements provide the best estimates (figure
5.2a). (Presumably, streamwise velocity measurements provide the best estimates
because u is the most energetic velocity component.)
The best control performance was achieved by actuating fz everywhere (except
near the wall where fy provides the best performance). This is consistent with
Jovanović and Bamieh (2005) and Hwang and Cossu (2010b) who studied the un-
controlled channel flow from an input-output point of view: the forcing components
which best amplify the flow are spanwise forcing and wall-normal forcing. It is also
consistent with Pujals et al. (2009), who showed that applying forces perpendicular
to the streamwise flow direction amplifies velocity streaks more than applying forces
parallel to the streamwise flow direction.
The effect of Reynolds number on estimation and control was also considered. It
was observed that increasing the Reynolds number marginally improves the estima-
tion and control performance.
5.7 Summary of chapter
Estimation (DNS-OE and LM-OE) and control (FIC and IOC) for a turbulent chan-
nel flow at Reτ = 2000 was studied. We used a single-plane sensor arrangement
for OE; a single-plane actuator arrangement for FIC; and a single-plane sensor and
single-plane actuator arrangement for IOC. The estimation and control performance
for set-ups in which the sensors and actuators are located inside the flow (off-wall
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placement) was compared to set-ups in which the sensors and actuators are lo-
cated at the wall (at-wall placement). For both estimation and control, the off-wall
placements performed better than the at-wall placements (the streamwise velocity
measurements and wall-normal body forces were best).
Chapter 6
Linear control of coherent
structures in wall-bounded
turbulence at Reτ = 20001
6.1 Abstract
We consider linear feedback flow control of the largest scales in an incompressible
turbulent channel flow at a friction Reynolds number of Reτ = 2000. A linear model
is formed by linearizing the Navier-Stokes equations about the turbulent mean and
augmenting it with an eddy viscosity. Velocity perturbations are then generated
by stochastically forcing the linear operator. The objective is to reduce the kinetic
energy of these velocity perturbations at the largest scales using body forces. It
is shown that a control set-up with a well-placed sensor and actuator performs
comparably to either measuring the flow everywhere (while actuating it at a single
wall height) or actuating the flow everywhere (while measuring it at a single wall
height). In this way we gain insight (at low computational cost) into how specific
scales of turbulence are most effectively estimated and controlled.
1Based on Oehler, S. F., and Illingworth, S. J. (2019), ’Linear control of coherent structures in
wall-bounded turbulence at Reτ = 2000’, in ‘arXiv preprint arXiv:1906.07462’.
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6.2 Introduction
A growing number of studies have successfully utilized linear models for estimation
(e.g. Chevalier et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2011; Illingworth et al., 2018; Oehler et al.,
2018b; Sasaki et al., 2019) and control (e.g Cortelezzi et al., 1998a; Moarref and
Jovanović, 2012; Luhar et al., 2014) of wall-bounded turbulent flows. The work
of Luhar et al. (2014), in particular, suggests that linear models can qualitatively
predict the effect of control on individual scales and also determine at which location
they can best be measured. Linear model-based designs are an appealing alternative
to direct numerical simulation (DNS) based designs since the cost is several orders
of magnitude smaller. One reason for the success of linear models is that linear
mechanisms play an important role in the sustenance of turbulence (Schoppa and
Hussain, 2002; Kim, 2011). In the linearized Navier-Stokes (LNS) equations, where
the flow is linearized around the turbulent mean, these linear mechanisms result
in large transient growth that is due to the non-normality of the LNS operator
(Trefethen et al., 1993). In particular, del Alamo and Jiménez (2006); Pujals et al.
(2009); Hwang and Cossu (2010b) showed that the LNS operator could predict the
typical widths of near-wall streaks and large-scale structures in the outer layer.
Linear mechanisms play a major role in the formation and maintenance of large-
scale structures in turbulent wall-bounded flows. These large-scale structures con-
tribute significantly to the turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stresses (in the
outer region), and there is evidence that they affect the small scales near the wall
(Hutchins and Marusic, 2007b; Mathis et al., 2009; Marusic et al., 2010a,b; Duvvuri
and McKeon, 2015). Hence, the control of these structures is crucial for any efforts to
control wall-bounded flows (see Kim and Bewley (2007) for a review). It was shown
that linear estimation, which is closely related to linear control, performs best for
those structures that have the greatest potential for transient growth (del Alamo
and Jiménez, 2006; Pujals et al., 2009), are the most amplified in stochastically and
harmonically forced settings (Hwang and Cossu, 2010b) and are coherent over large
wall-normal distances (Madhusudanan et al., 2019). These observations presumably
also apply to linear control, which would simplify the controller design process.
This work studies linear feedback control of the largest structures in a turbu-
lent channel flow at a relatively high Reynolds number of Reτ = 2000. It is in
part motivated by experimental work that has achieved a reduction in skin-friction
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drag through real-time control of large-scale structures (Abbassi et al., 2017). The
particular focus is on the sensors and actuators needed for control. Specifically,
we compare control performance when measuring or actuating the full channel (i.e.
an ideal set-up) to control performance when measuring or actuating at only one
specific wall height (which is a more realistic set-up in a practical application, e.g.
hot-wire sensors and jet actuators). Consequently, it is possible to compare the
ideal setting to what is achievable in a laboratory environment. Rather than test-
ing various configurations through the use of DNS, the flow is modeled using the
LNS operator for perturbations about the mean flow (§6.3). An eddy viscosity is
included in the operator to model the effect of the incoherent scales. We introduce
three specific control set-ups in §6.4 and analyze their performance in §6.5. Finally,
we conclude the study in §6.6.
6.3 The linear model2
A statistically steady incompressible turbulent channel flow at a friction Reynolds
number Reτ = uτh/ν = 2000 is considered, where ν is the kinematic viscosity, h the
channel half-height, uτ =
√
τw/ρ the friction velocity, τw the wall shear stress, and ρ
the density. Streamwise, spanwise, and wall-normal spatial coordinates are denoted
by [x, y, z] and the corresponding velocities by [u, v, w]. We assume zero initial
conditions and apply no-slip boundary conditions. Spatial variables are normalized
by h, wavenumbers by 1/h, velocities by the friction velocity uτ , time by h/uτ and
pressure p by ρu2τ . This non-dimensionalization sets the channel half-height to h = 1
such that z ∈ [0, 2h].
Taking the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations we form a linear operator for
the perturbations u = [u, v, w] about the turbulent mean flow U = [U(z), 0, 0],
where the non-linear term d = −(u ·∇)u+ (u · ∇)u is treated as stochastic forcing,
(·) represents the time-averaged mean and an eddy viscosity νT (z) is introduced to
model the effect of incoherent motions (Reynolds and Hussain, 1972; del Alamo and
2This section is similar to §5.2.1.
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Jiménez, 2006; Pujals et al., 2009):
∂u
∂t






+ d, ∇ · u = 0.
(6.1)
An analytical fit is used (Cess, 1958) for the eddy viscosity profile νT as in
several previous studies (Pujals et al., 2009; del Alamo and Jiménez, 2006; Moarref
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Integrating Reτ (1 − z)ν/νT (z) provides the mean velocity profile U(z). The con-
stants κ1 = 0.426 and κ2 = 25.4 give the best fit to the mean velocity profile of a
DNS simulation at Reτ = 2003 (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2006; del Alamo and Jiménez,
2006). Controlling perturbations in the flow will alter the mean velocity profile and
with it the linear model itself (which is formed about the mean). The controller,
therefore, needs to be robust to account for any changes in the mean flow. It would
be interesting to study robustness, but this is beyond the scope of this study.
We need to express the flow in state-space form to access standard tools from
dynamics and control. To do so, we first take Fourier transforms in the homogeneous
streamwise and spanwise directions to express the flow in the Orr-Sommerfeld Squire
form and then discretize in the wall-normal direction using Chebyshev collocation
of order 200. Convergence has been checked for all set-ups by doubling the number
of grid points; it was shown that the H2-norm has converged towards a finite value.
Finally, we express the Orr-Sommerfeld Squire equations as a linear state-space
model:
Pd̂ û
˙̂q(t) = Aq̂(t) + Bdd̂(t), (6.3a)
û(t) = Cq̂(t), (6.3b)
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where q̂ = [ŵ, η̂]T represents the states of the system (wall-normal velocity and wall-




all non-linearities and û = [û, v̂, ŵ] the velocities
( (ˆ) denotes signals in Fourier space). We treat d̂ as stochastic forcing that is white
in space and time (Jovanović and Bamieh, 2005). Therefore, we account for the
non-linearities by treating them as a source of intrinsic forcing to the LNS operator
(McKeon and Sharma, 2010). We set Bd = M−1/2B to achieve grid-independence,
where M is an integration matrix corresponding to Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature
(Trefethen, 2000), and we choose C in equation (6.3b) such that û corresponds to

















where LOS and LSQ are the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire operators for the eddy
viscosity enhanced LNS equations (Betchov and Criminale, 1966):





LSQ = −ikxU + νT∆ + ν ′TD. (6.8)
Here D = ∂
∂z
, ()′ = ∂
∂z
(), k2 = k2x + k2y, and ∆ = D2 − k2. The boundary conditions
are: ŵwall(t) = ŵ′wall(t) = η̂wall(t) = 0. (See Appendix D.1 for more information.)
By taking Laplace transforms of equation (6.3) we obtain a transfer function P that
relates the input d̂ to the output û:
û(s) = P(s)d̂(s), (6.9a)
P(s) = C (sI−A)−1 Bd, (6.9b)
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where s is the Laplace variable. By setting s = jω the frequency response (i.e. the
resolvent) is obtained.


























where E is the expected value and ()∗ is the complex conjugate transpose. In the
Laplace domain, the H2-norm of P(s = jω) can be seen as the average gain between
the input d̂(s = jω) and the output û(s = jω) over all frequencies and all directions.
Figure 6.1 shows ‖û‖2 for a range of kx and ky. We see that ‖û‖2 is largest at
kx = 0 and ky = 4/3. (See Hwang and Cossu (2010b,a) for a detailed analysis on
the energy amplification of the laminar channel flow.) In §6.5.2–§6.5.4, we choose to
study the streamwise and spanwise wavenumber pairs that are most amplified (we
select them to be |kx| ≤ 0.5 and |ky| ≤ 6, which is marked in figure 6.1).
6.4 The control set-up3
So far, we have introduced the eddy-viscosity-enhanced Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire
operators that are linearized about the mean velocity profile of a turbulent channel
flow. We stochastically force the linear operator to generate velocity perturbations
that we now want to control. To do so, we include three new signals (m̂, f̂ and ẑ)








˙̂q(t) = Aq̂(t) + Bdd̂(t) + Bf f̂(t), (6.12a)
ẑ(t) = Czq̂(t) + αf̂(t), (6.12b)
m̂(t) = Cmq̂(t) + n̂(t). (6.12c)
The first new signal m̂ represents a time-resolved velocity measurement at a single
wall height (Cmq̂) that is contaminated by sensor noise (n̂). We treat n̂ as an un-
known forcing that is white in time with a covariance E(n̂n̂∗) of 10−4. The second
3This section is similar to §3.4, §5.3.1, §5.4.1 and §5.5.1.
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Figure 6.1: The energy norm of the uncontrolled flow ‖û‖2 as a function of
streamwise kx and spanwise ky wavenumber represented by fifty-nine contour lev-
els from 0.7 (yellow) to 6.5 (blue). Also denoted on the figure are the wavenumber
pairs where kx = ky(−−) and the range of wavenumbers we consider in figures
6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7().
new signal f̂ represents a time-resolved body force at a single wall height to actuate
the flow (Bf f̂). Both m̂ and f̂ are defined in Appendix D.2. The third new signal
ẑ (not to be confused with wall-normal variable z) represents the quantity to be
minimized by control. We define ẑ to minimize the energy of the entire flow field
(Czq̂) while also keeping the actuation force small (αf̂ , where α is a penalization on
large f̂). We set the penalization to be insignificant (α = 10−4) because we want to
achieve the best possible control performance. (Increasing α will gradually reduce
the control performance and energy consumption of the actuator.) Minimizing the
energy of the entire flow-field lets the control design process decide which pertur-
bations to target for the best results. This is in contrast to opposition control, for
example, which focuses on wall-normal velocity perturbations to eliminate stream-
wise streaks (Luhar et al., 2014). (See Appendix D.3 for a derivation of the cost
signal.)
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Estimator ue Controller fm
IOC 
 single plane measurement at z   m single plane forcing at za
Controller fu
FIC
single plane forcing at za perfect measurements of the flow field
Estimatorm ue
FAC
 perfect forcing of the flow field single plane measurement at z   m
.
Figure 6.2: The FAC, FIC, and IOC problems.
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6.4.1 The three control problems
We now want to use the system P̃, defined in Equation (6.12), to investigate three
different control problems of interest. The first of these is full actuation control
(FAC), where the controller can actuate the flow everywhere but is limited to mea-
surements at one wall height. The second is full information control (FIC), where
the flow is measured everywhere, but now actuation is limited to one wall height.
The third is input-output (IOC) control, where sensors and actuators are limited to
one wall height. This final configuration is of particular interest since it is the most
feasible experimental configuration. A fourth case, where there are no limitations
on which sensors or actuators are available, is not considered since it can instantly
set the flow to the desired state. The three configurations are illustrated in figure
6.2, and the details of their state-space models can be found in Appendix D.3. We
study FAC, FIC and IOC because we want to know what price we have to pay when
only a single actuator is available (as opposed to actuating the flow everywhere);
and what price we have to pay when only a single sensor is available (as opposed to
knowledge of the flow everywhere). This, in turn, provides insight on the extent to
which control of the largest scales is fundamentally difficult; and on the extent to
which control is limited by having only a single sensor or a single actuator.
6.4.1.1 Full actuation control
In the full actuation control (FAC) problem, we can actuate the flow everywhere
but only have access to sensor measurements m̂ at a single location zs4. These
measurements are contaminated by sensor noise n̂. The task in the FAC problem
is to estimate the entire state q̂, and then use the estimate q̂e to control the flow.
Thus we only have one sensor to measure the flow, and we want to use it to control
the flow everywhere.
The state estimate is generated using an estimator:
˙̂qe(t) = (A− LCm) q̂e(t) + Lm̂(t), (6.13a)
ûe(t) = Cq̂e(t), (6.13b)
4It could also be multiple sensors at various locations, multiple actuators at various locations,
or both.
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where L is the estimator gain value (designed in Appendix D.3). The estimator
knows the dynamics of the system (represented by Aq̂e), but it neither knows the
initial conditions nor the stochastic disturbances d̂ that are applied to the linear
operator. It corrects itself using the error between the measurement and its estimate:
L(m̂ −Cmq̂e). The estimate of the velocity field is applied as a body force to the
entire flow, which immediately eliminates estimated perturbations from the flow,
and therefore, acts as a perfect actuation set-up.
6.4.1.2 Full information control
In the full information control (FIC) problem, we have an actuator Bf f̂ at a single
location za4, and we are given knowledge of the entire system state q̂. Thus we
know everything about the flow, but we only have one actuator to control the flow.
A controller generates the actuator force f̂ :
f̂(t) = −Kq̂(t), (6.14)
where K is the controller gain value (designed in Appendix D.3). The ‘measurement’
for this arrangement is the full flow field q̂, because it is assumed that the controller
‘knows everything’.
6.4.1.3 Input-output control
In the input-output control (IOC) problem, we only have one measurement m̂ at zs
available to estimate the flow, and we only have one actuator Bf f̂ at za available
to control the flow4. The measurement m̂, which is contaminated by sensor noise
n̂, is used to obtain an estimate q̂e (from an estimator), and the actuator force f̂ is
generated with a controller that uses q̂e. (Thus we only have one sensor to estimate
the flow, and we only have one actuator available to control the flow.) To form a
combined estimator and controller, we rewrite equation (6.14) to include q̂e:
˙̂qe(t) = (A− LCm −BfK) q̂e(t) + Lm̂(t), (6.15a)
f̂(t) = −Kq̂e(t). (6.15b)
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6.4.2 Control performance
We quantify the magnitude of ẑ(s) with the H2-norm for a channel half ‖ẑ‖2 similar









where ‖ûref‖2 is the H2-norm of the uncontrolled reference flow, ‖ûctrl‖2 the H2-
norm of the controlled flow, and ‖f̂‖2 the H2-norm of the energy consumed by
the actuator. The control performance parameter is defined such that 0 ≤ γ̂ ≤ 1,
where 0 indicates the best case scenario in which the controller eliminates all velocity
perturbations, and 1 indicates the worst case scenario in which the controller achieves
no reduction in the energy of the flow.
6.4.3 Optimal sensor and actuator placement
We want to place the sensors and actuators at the wall height that provides the
best performance. To do so, we conduct an iterative minimization search across
all possible sensor and actuator locations (zs and za) to find the lowest γ̂ possible.
The iterative gradient minimization employed has been introduced and discussed in
earlier studies (Chen and Rowley, 2011; Oehler and Illingworth, 2018a). By following
the approach of Oehler and Illingworth (2018c) in chapter 5, it was determined that
the optimal collocated placement for the sensor and actuator is at za = zs = 0.32.
(Note that only wavenumbers satisfying |kx| ≤ 0.5 and |ky| ≤ 6 are considered while
computing these optimal placement locations). We choose to collocate the sensor and
actuator to simplify the problem (collocation marginally affects the performance).
6.5 Control performance
This section is in four parts: §6.5.1 examines the control performance at individual
wavenumber pairs; §6.5.2 looks at the overall performance; §6.5.3 at the perfor-
mance across individual wall heights; and §6.5.4 considers the energy consumed by
actuation.
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Figure 6.3: The energy norms γ̂FA(a), γ̂FI(b) and γ̂IO(c) as a function of stream-
wise kx and spanwise ky wavenumber represented by seventy-five contour levels
from from 0.24 (yellow) to 0.98 (blue). Also denoted on the figure are the wavenum-
ber pairs where kx = ky(−−).
6.5.1 Control at individual wavenumber pairs
In this section, we study the control performance of FAC, FIC and IOC over a range
of wavenumber pairs (kx,ky). For this purpose, we use the parameter γ̂, as defined
in equation (6.16). In figure 6.3, γ̂ is plotted as a function of kx and ky (the channel
length is x = 8π and width is y = 3π; the streamwise resolution is ∆kx = 1/4
and the spanwise resolution is ∆ky = 2/3). The contours of γ̂ are almost identical
for the three problems. Therefore, from figure 6.3, we see that the performance
of the control scenario where we have one optimally placed sensor and actuator
(IOC) is comparable to the cases where we actuate everywhere (FAC) or know
everything (FIC). Hence, we observe that actuating everything does not significantly
increase the control performance when we are limited to one sensor. Similarly,
measuring everything does not significantly increase the control performance when
we are limited to one actuator. We observe that, for all three problems, γ̂ is the
lowest for streamwise-constant structures (kx = 0) with a spanwise wavenumber of
ky = 4/3. As the structures become smaller (kx and ky increase), γ̂ increases. This
behavior can partly be explained by the smaller scales being less coherent across
wall-normal distances (Madhusudanan et al., 2019). As a consequence, single sensor
and actuator control at the smaller scales might not be feasible, even if we consider
second-order statistics (Zare et al., 2017) or non-linear controller designs (Lauga and
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Bewley, 2004).
It is important to assess whether the controllers perform well for the most ener-
getic scales. For this, we compare figure 6.3, which shows the normalized H2-norm
for the controlled flow, with figure 6.1, which shows the H2-norm of the uncontrolled
flow. We observe that, in all three cases, the performance of the controller is the best
(low γ̂) for the wavenumber pairs (kx,ky) that are most amplified (high ‖û‖2). This
result is important because it shows that we can reduce the energy of the largest,
most amplified scales with a limited number of sensors and actuators. The same
relationship has been observed in the estimation literature (Illingworth et al., 2018;
Oehler et al., 2018b; Madhusudanan et al., 2019): linear estimation performs best
for the wavenumber pairs (kx,ky) that are most amplified (high ‖û‖2). Therefore,
the scales that we can estimate well are also those we can control well.
6.5.2 Control in physical space
We now look at control for a set of large-scale structures: |kx| ≤ 0.5 and |ky| ≤ 6,
the range of which is indicated in figure 6.1. The figure shows that these structures
are the most amplified in the stochastically forced LNS model, and we can see in
figure 6.3 that they are also the best for control.
We begin by looking at snapshots of the velocity perturbations in two-dimensional
planes (z − y at x = 1.5π) at an instance in time (t = 0.5, i.e. after half a channel
flow-through). The data is generated from the linear model. Figure 6.4a shows the
flow field of the uncontrolled (reference) flow. Figures 6.4b–6.4d show the controlled
flow fields for each of the three cases FAC, FIC and IOC, respectively. We observe
that all three controllers achieve a significant reduction of the streamwise velocity
perturbations everywhere. The spanwise and wall-normal velocity components are
also reduced, most notably at zs = za = 0.32 (corresponding to the location of the
sensor and actuator).
It is difficult to quantify and compare the control performances from a snapshot in
time. For that reason, we sum the H2-norm across all the wavenumber pairs (kx, ky)
considered. The parameter γ is the ratio of these summed H2-norms computed from
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Figure 6.4: Velocity perturbations (streamwise: contour; spanwise and wall-
normal: vector plot) at x = 3π/2: (a) uncontrolled reference, (b) FAC, (c) FIC,
and (d) IOC. The sensor and actuator are placed at zs = za = 0.32. Sixty-five
contour levels are shown from −|u|max (blue) to |u|max (red).
γFA γFI γIO
0.387 0.368 0.404
Table 6.1: The control performance for FAC, FIC and IOC.
the controlled and the uncontrolled cases, respectively:
γ =
√√√√ ∑i∈kx,j∈ky ‖ẑ(i, j)‖22∑
i∈kx,j∈ky ‖ûref (i, j)‖22
. (6.17)
As a consequence, γ represents the normalised performance of the controller inte-
grated across all three velocity components u, v and w. The values of γ are shown
in table 6.1, and they tell us that the overall performance is similar, although FIC
slightly outperforms FAC and IOC.
To further understand the control results, it is important to look at the impact
of the controllers on each velocity component [u, v, w] separately. Thus, we look at
the kinetic energy (i.e. the squared H2-norm) of each velocity component relative to

















































































Figure 6.5: The reduction of the kinetic energy relative to the entire flow: Eu,v,w
(), Eu(), Ev() and Ew(), where Eu,v,w = Eu + Ev + Ew.




i∈kx,j∈ky ‖ûref (i, j)‖22
. (6.18)
By setting ŷ to be different velocity components, E is defined in four different ways:
(i) Eu,v,w, where ŷ represents all the three velocity components, (ii) Eu where ŷ
represents the streamwise velocity component, (iii) Ev, where ŷ represents the span-
wise velocity component, and (iv) Ew, where ŷ represents the wall-normal velocity
component. Figure 6.5 shows E for the uncontrolled reference flow (denoted as Ref)
and for the flow subject to FAC, FIC and IOC. In the reference flow, the majority
of the energy is contained in u (87%) and the remaining energy in v (10%) and w
(3%). After we apply control, we see that, consistent with figures 6.3 and 6.4 and
table 6.1, the performances of FAC, FIC and IOC are all similar to each other. The
overall reduction of energy (Eu,v,w) is ≈ 85%, where Eu is reduced by ≈ 90%, Ev
by ≈ 50% and Ew by ≈ 67%. Therefore, the control system is most effective in
reducing the streamwise velocity component, which also carries most of the energy.
6.5.3 Control across wall heights
So far, we have looked at the control performance over an entire channel half. It is
also important to study the performance of the controllers across wall heights.
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For reference, we first compute the normalized kinetic energy of the uncontrolled
flow Ez as a function of wall-normal location z:
Ez(z) =
∑
i∈kx,j∈ky ‖ŷref (i, j, z)‖22
max(∑i∈kx,j∈ky ‖ŷref (u, j, z)‖22) . (6.19)
Figure 6.6 shows Ez as a function of z on the right axis. As in the previous section,
the signal ŷ represents: all the three velocity components (figure 6.6a), the stream-
wise velocity component (figure 6.6b), the spanwise velocity component (figure 6.6c),
or the wall-normal velocity component (figure 6.6d). From the plot of Ez (in blue),
we observe that u and v are strongest near the wall (figures 6.6b and 6.6c), while w
is strongest near the channel center (figure 6.6d).
We now look at the reduction in the kinetic energy of the controlled flow ε as a
function of wall-normal location z:
ε(z) = 1−
∑
i∈kx,j∈ky ‖ŷctrl(i, j, z)‖22∑
i∈kx,j∈ky ‖ŷref (i, j, z)‖22
. (6.20)
There are four different definitions of ε (depending on ŷ), which are shown in figures
6.6a-6.6d on the left axis. As before, ŷ represents either all three (figure 6.6a) or
individual (figure 6.6b-d) velocity components. Parameter ε is shown for FAC (εFA),
FIC (εFI), and IOC (εIO). By definition, ε is between 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, where 1 (100%)
indicates the elimination of all kinetic energy and 0 (0%) indicates that there is no
reduction in kinetic energy.
From figure 6.6a we observe that the performance for all control problems is best
near zs = za = 0.32 (where ε(z) is lowest) and decreases with distance from it. A
significant reduction of velocity perturbations is observed at all wall heights. Similar
values of ε are achieved in figure 6.6b for the streamwise velocity component, which
can be explained by u being the most energetic component (figure 6.5). FAC and
IOC set v in figure 6.6c close to zero around zs = za = 0.32. While FIC also reduced
the energy carried by v, the reduction is not as strong as in the case of FAC and IOC.
Figure 6.6d shows that all three problems set the wall-normal velocity close to zero
at one wall height. The transport of momentum in the vicinity of this wall height is
attenuated, which prevents the formation of streamwise structures (Sadayoshi and
Tomoaki, 2005). This mechanism is employed in opposition-controlled wall-bounded
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Figure 6.6: Left axis: The reduction of kinetic energy (εFA(−−),εFI(− ·−) and
εIO(—)) as a function of z. Right axis: the normalized kinetic energy Ez(—) as
a function of z. Results are shown for (a) [u, v, w], (b) [u], (c) [v] and (d) [w].
flows (Hammond et al., 1998), where the controller is specifically designed to create
a plane of zero wall-normal momentum that is referred to as a “virtual wall”. We did
not choose an opposition control design but instead selected a general cost function
to reduce velocity perturbations everywhere. Since the three H2-optimal control
designs seem to all create a “virtual wall”, the results suggest that this approach is
the most effective one in the control of turbulent channel flows utilizing single-plane
sensors and single-plane actuators.
Let us compare εFI , where the flow field is known everywhere, to εIO, where
only one location is known. We see that FIC performs marginally better than IOC
everywhere outside the vicinity of the sensor at z = 0.32. This suggests that IOC is
focusing its control efforts on the region near z = 0.32 (that it ‘knows well’) at the
expense of a slight reduction in control performance everywhere else. If we compare
εFA, where actuation is provided everywhere, to εIO, where actuation is provided at
only one location, we can see that they are almost identical to each other except
in the vicinity of the single actuator at z = 0.32. Therefore, near z = 0.32, the
performance of IOC must be primarily limited by the single actuator; while at all
other locations its performance is limited by the single sensor.
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Figure 6.7: The distribution of forcing between Efx (), Efy () and Efz (),
where Efx + Efy + Efz = 1.
6.5.4 Control forces
So far, we have studied the effect that the three control problems have on the velocity
perturbations. Each problem continuously forces the flow to prevent perturbations
from growing. In this section, we study these continuous forces. In particular, we
look at the percentage of the forcing that is applied to the streamwise, spanwise and
wall-normal directions. For this purpose, in figure 6.7, we plot the energy consumed
by fx, fy and fz as a percentage of the total f , which we refer to as Efx , Efy and






We observe that in FAC, which actuates the flow everywhere, the largest forcing
component is Efx (streamwise), and the smallest forcing component is Efz (wall-
normal). In FIC and IOC, which actuate the flow at only one location, the largest
forcing component is Efz (wall-normal) and the smallest forcing component is Efx
(streamwise). We can explain these results using two mechanisms:
(i) Direct elimination: velocity perturbations are counter-perturbed as soon as
they are detected, which is mostly employed by FAC. One may ask why FAC
only allocates Efx ≈ 51% of energy to fx even though the energy reduction
in the streamwise direction is responsible for ≈ 91% of the overall energy
reduction. The answer is that, once we apply control, streamwise perturbations
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are not given a chance to amplify, which allows the controller to allocate more
energy to fy and fz.
(ii) Indirect elimination: is used for wall heights at which actuation is not avail-
able. As soon as velocity perturbations are detected, the actuator introduces
counter-perturbations in the wall-normal direction. These counter-perturbations
help to suppress the streamwise vorticity perturbations that give rise to the en-
ergetic streamwise velocity perturbations. The indirect elimination technique
is employed by FIC and IOC, and explains their high allocation of energy to
fz (Efz = 68.9% in FIC and Efz = 61.2% in IOC). The streamwise fx and
spanwise fy forces primarily affect control locally around the actuator location
and as a consequence are given less priority.
6.6 Conclusions
We have considered linear feedback control of a turbulent channel at Reτ = 2000 us-
ing the linearized Navier-Stokes equations (LNS). The linear operator is augmented
with an eddy viscosity (following many previous studies) and is assumed to be
stochastically forced. The LNS equation was employed because it provides insight
into control, without the requirement of running costly DNS or experimental studies.
The particular focus was on three control problems: (i) FAC, where measurements
are limited to one optimal wall height, but actuation is available everywhere; (ii)
FIC, where actuators are limited to one optimal wall height, but measurements are
available everywhere; and (iii) IOC, where sensors and actuators are limited to one
optimal wall height. All three problems performed similarly. From these results,
we can infer that measuring everywhere does not significantly increase the control
performance when we are limited to one actuator location. Likewise, actuating
everywhere does not significantly increase the control performance when we are lim-
ited to one sensor location. Our three control problems perform best for the largest
scales that (i) are high in energy when stochastically forced, (ii) exhibit large tran-
sient growth and (iii) are coherent over large wall-normal distances. Therefore, we
choose to look at a specific range of wavenumbers (|kx| ≤ 0.5 and |ky| ≤ 6), corre-
sponding to the largest scales, in more detail. We saw an overall reduction in kinetic
energy of ≈ 85%, where the streamwise velocity component was most attenuated
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(by ≈ 90%). To further analyze the largest scales, we looked at the effect of control
at individual wall heights. The performance was best near the sensor and actuator
location (z = 0.32, which was based on the optimal placement results of chapter 5)
and deteriorated with distance from it. Finally, we looked at the distribution of the
forcing between the streamwise fx, spanwise fy and wall-normal fz components. For
FAC, fx was strongest and fz weakest, while for FIC and IOC, fz was strongest
and fx weakest. FAC, which forces the flow everywhere, relies on directly eliminat-
ing structures as soon as they are detected, which is why it prioritizes streamwise
forcing fx. Meanwhile FIC and IOC, which only force the flow at a single location,
mainly employ wall-normal forcing (fz), thereby eliminating velocity perturbations
by leveraging the mean wall-normal shear.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Complex Ginzburg-Landau equation
The first part of the thesis (chapter 3) studied sensor and actuator placement in
the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. Specifically, the optimal placement of a
single sensor, a single actuator, or both was considered. Looking at the physical
characteristics of the flow, although useful for understanding inherent limitations,
did not by itself reveal the optimal placements. Instead, as in previous studies, they
had to be found iteratively because of the following predicament: one can neither
design a controller without placement nor determine the placement performance
before designing the controller.
Studying the placement problem made clear two conflicting trade-offs:
• The sensor needs to be placed far enough downstream to estimate the most
perturbed region of the domain; and far enough upstream to estimate the
remaining domain. This trade-off causes the optimal sensor location to move
downstream as the stability decreases.
• The actuator needs to be placed far enough upstream to control the region
of the domain where the external disturbances have the greatest potential for
amplification; and far enough downstream to control the remaining domain.




In the future, it would be interesting to see if these two trade-offs are also observed
in similar flows, such as jets, wakes or cavities. (A recent study by Jin et al. (2018),
which looked at the control of vortex shedding behind a cylinder, found that the
optimal sensor location shifts downstream as the Reynolds number increases, which
is consistent with the results of this thesis.)
7.2 Turbulent channel flow
The second part of this thesis (chapters 4, 5 and 6) considered linear estimation
and control of the largest scales in an incompressible turbulent channel flow at a
friction Reynolds number of Reτ = 2000. A linear Navier-Stokes (LNS) model was
obtained by forming a linear Navier-Stokes operator about the turbulent mean and
augmenting it with an eddy viscosity. Velocity perturbations were then generated by
stochastically forcing the LNS operator at the largest scales; and the objective was
to then estimate and control these perturbations. The LNS equations were employed
because they provide insight into estimation and control, without the requirement
of running costly DNS or experimental studies. The work was described in three
chapters.
Chapter 4 looked at linear estimation. The results built on earlier work by Illing-
worth et al. (2018) which was performed at Reτ = 1000 (with significantly less time-
resolved data available). Using velocity measurements as an input, it was possible
to estimate the largest scales with reasonable accuracy for a range of wavenum-
ber pairs, measurement planes, and estimation planes. When replacing the velocity
measurements with wall shear stress measurements, it was still possible to estimate
the largest scales with reasonable accuracy, although the estimator’s performance
was significantly reduced. The two measurement types showed consistent estima-
tion results of (i) an under-prediction near the channel centre, (ii) an over-prediction
near the channel wall, and (iii) degradation of the estimation performance close to
the wall. Furthermore, the results were verified by replacing the measurements gen-
erated by stochastically forcing the LNS model with data from direct numerical
simulations (DNS).
Chapter 5 looked at sensor and actuator placement for estimation and control.
The wall-normal locations for which single-plane sensors and single-plane actuators
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were most effective were determined by considering two arrangements: (i) placing
them at the wall; and (ii) placing them some distance off the wall. To do so, the
iterative gradient minimisation algorithm from chapter 3 was employed to optimise
the off-wall placement (a modified version of the iterative minimisation algorithm
was used for DNS-based measurements). It was found that (i) the off-wall placements
perform better than the at-wall placements, (ii) streamwise velocity measurements
are best for estimation and (iii) wall-normal body forces are best for control.
Chapter 6 looked at control, with a particular focus on three set-ups (which are
similar to the set-ups employed in chapter 3): (i) the controller can actuate the flow
everywhere but is limited to measurements at a single optimal wall height; the con-
troller has access to measurements everywhere, but actuation is limited to a single
optimal wall height; and (iii) the controller is limited to sensors and actuators at
a single optimal wall height. The control problems performed best for the largest
scales that (i) are high in energy when stochastically forced, (ii) exhibit large tran-
sient growth and (iii) are coherent over large wall-normal distances. Overall, all three
problems performed similarly. These results are based on an analysis conducted upon
the linearized Navier Stokes equations and for the particular disturbance model em-
ployed. They suggest that measuring everywhere does not significantly increase the
control performance when control is limited to a single actuator location. Likewise,
actuating everywhere does not significantly increase the control performance when
control is limited to a single sensor location. As a consequence, control does not
improve when we add more sensors (when a single actuator is available) or when we
add more actuators (when a single sensor is available).
7.2.1 Future research
We now consider four possible areas for future research.
The first possible area for future research is the replication of the estimation
and control results of chapters 4, 5 and 6 in DNS and experiments. While the
thesis has successfully used linear estimation with DNS data, it has not done so
with experimental data. Additionally, control was not considered in either DNS or
experiments due to the high cost. The number of sensors and actuators required
would depend on the number of wavenumber pairs (kx ky). For sensing, arrays of
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hot wires could be employed, and for actuation, blowing and suction at the wall
could be employed.
The second possible area for future research is to study linear estimation and
control at different Reynolds numbers. The results from the LNS operator have
shown that both estimation and control improve in performance as the Reynolds
number increases (§5.3.5 and §5.4.4). It suggests that linear mechanisms play a more
important role in the linear Navier-Stokes operator at higher Reynolds numbers.
The third possible area for future research is the study of robustness. Controlling
perturbations in the flow will alter the mean velocity profile and with it the linear
model itself (which is formed about the mean flow). The controller needs to be robust
to account for the changes in the mean flow due to the action of control. Controller
robustness can be achieved through the linear model, e.g. by by accounting for the
fluctuating mean velocity (Moarref and Jovanović, 2012), and through the controller
design process itself (e.g. Zhou and Doyle, 1998; Doyle et al., 2013).
The fourth possible area for future research involves the implementation of more
advanced estimators and controllers, which becomes important (i) when considering
the effect of Reynolds stresses and (ii) when estimating and controlling structures
at smaller scales. Examples include spectral linear stochastic estimation (Baars
et al., 2016), the inclusion of the second-order statistics in the linear model (Zare
et al., 2017) and non-linear estimator and controller designs (Lauga and Bewley,
2004). Certain designs, such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Fowler, 2012),
are not feasible in the foreseeable future due to their high computational cost (of
the order of DNS studies). However, the high resolution of the EKF may not be
necessary because (i) introduced modelling errors can be compensated for by the
feedback loop and (ii) one only needs to discretise the model enough to capture the
features of interest (Jones et al., 2015). Therefore, low-cost alternatives, such as the
Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF), exist. The EnKF is a statistical approximation
to the EKF (Fowler, 2012); it would be interesting to compare EnKF to existing
estimators.
Appendix A
Sensor and actuator placement
trade-offs for a linear model of
spatially developing flows1
A.1 Spectral discretisation of the continuous equa-
tion
For this study, we considered three discretisation methods: Hermite collocation on
an infinite domain (Weideman and Reddy, 2000), Chebyshev collocation on a finite
domain (Trefethen, 2000) and Chebyshev collocation on an infinite domain (Schmid
and Henningson, 2012). Convergence and scaling studies showed convergence for all
three methods. We selected the finite Chebyshev collocation methods for this study
because it requires the lowest order for convergence.
We employ Chebyshev collocation of order Nc = N + 1 = 151, scale the Cheby-
shev points by L = 25 and enforce boundary conditions to obtain at a system with N
grid points, i.e. x = [x1, x2, · · · xi, · · ·xN ]T , extending from −L < xi < L. Discrete
integration is implemented using the Clenshaw–Curtis quadrature, which provides
weights wi at each Chebyshev point and is used to form the integration matrix:
M = diag(L[w1, w2, . . . wi . . . , wN ]). (A.1)
1Appendix of Chapter 3
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Table A.1: The inputs, outputs, and matrices for the OE, FIC and IOC prob-
lems.
The discrete representation is then of the form:
q̇(t) = (−νD + κ∆ + diag(µ)) q(t) + Bdd(t) = Aq(t) + Bdd(t), (A.2)
where D and ∆ are the first- and second-order Chebyshev differentiation matrices
with suitable boundary conditions and A is the discrete complex Ginzburg-Landau
operator. At each grid point i, we apply stochastic forcing which is white in space and
time with a covariance E(did̄i) = 1, where E the expected value. Setting Bd = M−
1
2
ensures that the disturbances are grid size independent.
A.2 The systems for estimation and control
This section will supplement §3.4 by describing the OE, FIC and IOC problems
(Kim and Bewley, 2007; Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2007; Aström and Murray,


















Table A.1 lists the inputs, outputs and system matrices for the OE, FI and IOC
problems. These signals and matrices were already introduced in equation (3.4) and
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§3.4. A single sensor is placed at xs and a single actuator is placed at xa. We use
the expressions from the previous literature (Bagheri et al., 2009; Chen and Rowley,
















where σ = 0.4 is the variance of the Gaussian function.
A.3 Optimal placement
Following the work of Chen and Rowley (2011, 2014, 2015) we use a location pertur-
bation technique to calculate changes of γ with respect to the sensor and actuator
locations. These derivatives can be employed with a gradient minimisation technique
to solve for the optimal γ. Examples of gradient minimisation techniques include
the Polak–Ribiere conjugate gradient method or the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb-
Shannon quasi-Newton algorithm.
We obtained the IOC problem’s derivatives with respect to the sensor and actu-
ator location from Chen and Rowley (2011). To obtain the OE problem’s derivative
with respect to the sensor location and the FIC problem’s derivatives with respect















A.4 The root mean square of the norm




ε2(x)dx = sum (diag (Γ)) = sum (Mε ε) , (A.6)
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where Γ describes the covariance matrix (Bagheri et al. (2009) and §A.5), ε de-





) 12 , (A.7)
where () is the Hadamard power.
A.5 Covariance matrix
This section shows how the covariance matrix Γ is derived. It is used in Appendix
A.4 to derive the R.M.S. values introduced in equation= 3.8.
The covariance matrix can either be in correlation to the inputs (ΓO) using
the Observability Gramian WO or in correlation to the outputs (ΓC) using the
Controllability Gramian WC . To find WO or WC we form the LFT. The general









where x represents the system’s internal states, w the external inputs and z the
external outputs.
With (A.8) we can solve the two Lyapunov equations shown in A.9 and A.10:
ZAWC + WCZA∗ + ZBZB∗, (A.9)
Z∗AWO + WOZA + ZC∗ZC, (A.10)
to obtain the Gramians:
ΓC = ZCWCZC∗, ΓO = ZBWOZB∗. (A.11)
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We use the first N ×N elements of these Grammians to solve for ε in equation
A.7. The remaining elements correspond to the contributions of the sensors noise
V1/2n or actuator cost R1/2u to the overall norms γ.
Appendix B
Linear estimation of coherent
structures in wall-bounded
turbulence at Reτ = 20001
B.1 Linear state space model of the flow






































LSQ = −jkxU(z) + νT∆ + ν ′TD, (B.2b)





, ()′ = ∂
∂z
(), k2 = k2x + k2y, and ∆ = D2 − k2. The boundary conditions
are: ŵwall(t) = ŵ′wall(t) = η̂wall(t) = 0. We set Bd = M−1/2B to achieve grid-
independence, where M is an integration matrix corresponding to Clenshaw-Curtis
quadrature (Trefethen, 2000).
The obtain instead the wall shear stress (Hœpffner et al., 2005; Bewley and

















Sensor and actuator placement in
wall-bounded turbulence at Reτ =
20001
C.1 Spectral discretisation of the channel equa-
tion
We generate the eddy viscosity profile and mean velocity profile (equation 5.4) for
one channel half using Chebyshev collocation of order Nν = 200 (except for figures
5.5 and 5.8, where Nν = 600) (Trefethen, 2000). Barycentric Lagrange interpolation
(Berrut and Trefethen, 2004) is used to map the results to both channel halves. For
the main channel flow (equation 5.5), we employ Chebyshev collocation of order
Nc = 200. When looking at results for a single channel half, we employ barycentric
interpolation to map the outputs of (u = Cq) onto a Chebyshev grid of order
Nout = 200. (Convergence studies show convergence for all grids at the wavenumber
pairs considered.) We linearly interpolate the DNS data onto a high-resolution
Chebyshev-grid before we employ barycentric interpolation to map the DNS-data
onto the grid used for the channel-half (Nout = 200).
1Appendix of Chapter 5
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Integration is implemented with the Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature (Trefethen,
2000), which provides weights wi at each Chebyshev point and is used to form
the integration matrix: M = diag([w1, w2, . . . wi . . . , wN ]).
When looking at predicted LM results and for the estimator and controller design,
we apply random forcing at each grid point i which is white in space and time with
a covariance E(did̄i) = 1, where E the expected value.
C.2 Sensor and actuator signals
The velocity field u is either provided by the DNS data, which we refer to as DNS-
OE, or the LM, which we refer to as LM-OE. We can use Cy to generate any
measurement types that are considered:
y = CyCq + n, (C.1)
where Cy represents the sensor matrix and n the sensor noise.

























is a Gaussian function, z = [z1, z2 · · · zNout+1]
T are Chebyshev grid points, zs is the
sensor location and σs defines the width. We set σs = 0.01, which is wide enough
for the sensor to be independent of the output-grid resolution (Nout).











which represent streamwise τx and spanwise τy shear (Bewley and Liu, 1998). We
set the covariance E(nn∗) = v = 10−4 such that the sensor noise is negligible for
both off-wall and at-wall measurements.
The actuator force f is directly applied to the main flow (equation 5.5):
q̇(t) = Aq(t) + Bdd(t) + f(t) (C.5)




















is a Gaussian function, z = [z1, z2 · · · zNc+1]
T are Chebyshev grid points, b is the
control signal, and σa defines the width. We set σa = 0.02, which is wide enough to
be independent of the system-grid resolution (Nc).
At-wall forcing is set by the first Dirichlet boundary condition (see Hoepffner
(2007) for an explanation):
f |wall = ŵwall = H1b−H2ḃ, (C.8)
where H1 and H2 relate the control signal b to the states q of the system.
The control signal’s magnitude penalisation for both off-wall and at-wall forcing
is set to be negligible (α = 10−4) but large enough to avoid ill-posedness of the
system (Oehler and Illingworth, 2018a).
Appendix D
Linear control of coherent
structures in wall-bounded
turbulence at Reτ = 20001
D.1 Spectral discretisation of the channel equa-
tion
We generate the eddy viscosity profile and mean velocity profile (equation (6.2)) for
one channel half using Chebyshev collocation of order Nν = 200 (Trefethen, 2000).
Barycentric Lagrange interpolation (Berrut and Trefethen, 2004) is used to map
the results to both channel halves. For the main channel flow (equation (6.3)) we
employ Chebyshev collocation of order Nc = 200. When looking at results for a
single channel half, we employ barycentric interpolation to map the outputs onto a
Chebyshev grid of order Nout = 200. We apply stochastic forcing, which is white
in space and time, at each grid point i with a covariance E(d̂id̂∗i ) = 1, where E the
expected value. Integration is implemented with the Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature
(Trefethen, 2000), which provides weights wi at each Chebyshev point and is used
to form the integration matrix: M = diag([w1, w2, . . . wi . . . , wN ]).
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D.2 Sensor and actuator matrices
The measurement signal is defined as:
m̂ = Cyû+ n̂ = CyCq̂ + n̂ = Cmq̂ + n̂, (D.1)
where n̂ is the sensor noise and Cy represents the sensor matrix. We treat n̂ as
an unknown forcing that is white in time, and we set the covariance E(n̂n̂∗) =
(10−4)I = V1/2 such that the sensor noise is negligible but the system is well-posed.
















is a Gaussian function, z = [z1, z2 · · · zNout+1]
T are Chebyshev grid points, zs is the
sensor location and σs defines the width of the Gaussian. We set σs = 0.02, which
is sufficiently wide for the sensor to be independent of the output-grid resolution.
The actuator force is f̂ , and it is applied at a single wall-normal location (za)
via the matrix Bf (equation (6.12a)):




















is a Gaussian function, z = [z1, z2 · · · zNc+1]
T are Chebyshev grid points and σa
defines the width of the Gaussian. We set σa = 0.02, which is sufficiently wide to
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be independent of the system-grid resolution.
D.3 Control
D.3.1 Control objective
The following cost function is derived from the control objective ẑ (equation (6.12b))































≡ [ẑ(t)]∗ [ẑ(t)] . (D.7)
D.3.2 The estimator and controller gain matrices
The gain matrix L for FAC is designed by solving the following Ricatti equation:
AY + YA∗ −YC∗mV−1CmY + BdB∗d = 0, (D.8a)
L = YC∗mV−1. (D.8b)
The gain matrix K for FIC is designed by solving the following Ricatti equation:
A∗X + XA−XBfR−1B∗fX + C∗zCz = 0, (D.9a)
K = R−1B∗fX, (D.9b)
where R = α2I. The principle of separation for estimation and control states that
the independently designed L and K are still optimal when combined (Kalman,
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Figure D.2: Inputs and outputs of the control problems.
D.3.3 State-space model
The FAC, FIC and IOC problems introduce a secondary system R to the flow P̃
(figure D.1), where R is either an estimator, a controller or both (figure 6.2). To
quantify the control performance of the three problems, we need to express the
feedback interconnection of P̃ and R as a single transfer function.
The measurement signal m̂ acts as an input and the force signal f̂ as an output
to the secondary system:
f̂(t) = R(t)m̂(t). (D.10)
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The signals m̂ and f̂ depend on the problem we consider (figure D.2). By substitut-
ing Rm̂ for f̂ in P̃ (equation (6.12)), we can form the overall state-space model G








˙̂x = ALx̂+ BLŵ, (D.11a)
ẑ = CLx̂, (D.11b)
where ALx̂ describes the state dynamics, BLŵ the input dynamics and CLx̂ the
output dynamics of the LFT.
To form the LFT for FAC we ignore f̂ in P̃ (equation (6.12)) and directly apply
q̇e (equation (6.13b)) to q̇. The state-space model of GFAC(t) is:






ẑ = Czq̂. (D.13)
To form the LFT for FIC we ignore m̂ in P̃ (equation (6.12)) and directly form
f̂ from q̂ (equation (6.14)). The state-space model of GFIC is:





To form the LFT for IOC we combine R (equation (6.15)) with P̃ (equation





















D.3.4 H2-norms: Uncontrolled flow








where Z is found by solving the following Lyapunov equation:
AZ + ZA∗ = −BdB∗d. (D.16)
D.3.5 H2-norms: Controlled flow









tr(CzYC∗z) + tr(CmYXL) =
√
tr(B∗dXBd) + tr(KYXBf ). (D.19)






















where Wc is the controllability Gramian that is found by solving the following
Lyapunov equation (based on the LFT):
ALWc + WcA∗L = −BLB∗L. (D.23)
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D.3.6 H2-norms: Actuation force
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